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EDITORIAL

THE GAUNTLET 0F GOLDSTEIN

persecution.  It  has  been  called  the
`lachrymose,'  the  `tearful,' view of

Jewish history. It sees Jewish life as
little more than continual pain, tears
and suffering.

For a long time that was the popu-
lar Zionist view of Diaspora history
- perhaps a necessary misrepresen-
tation.  History ended with Masada
and  was  only  reborn  with  modern
Zionism,   two   thousand  years   of
waiting  in  the  corridor  to  re-enter
the land -and history; a dark period
of degradation and persecution.

The    SrfeoczA   added   fuel   to   that
view. There were not enough Oskar
Schindlers, nor was there yet a Jew-
ish  State  to  provide  refuge  for  six
million   Jews.   What   other    ;.czz.so#
c7'G/7.e    for  Israel's   existence   was
needed?

"Never again" became the motto

of  this  approach,  with  its  Begin-
esque corollary of "Don't dare teach
i4f   about  suffering  -  we've  got  a
PhD". The mythology expanded to
include  an  excessive  emphasis  on
self-reliance  and  a  mistrust  of the
outsider,  which  sometimes  spilled
over  into  fear  and  contempt.  The
Six Day War reinforced the mythol-
ogy -David against Goliath, Israel
alone  against  Arab  might  and  an
international community apparently
determined to abandon Israel. Given
that mythology, that emotional bag-

gage, it is not difficult to see why it
could  lead  to  a  denial  to  others  of
the  same  rights  claimed  for  our-
selves.   As  Golda  Meir  put   it   so
memorably  -  and  so  contemptu-
ously -in  1968,  "Just who  cr;-e  the
Palestinians? There r.a no such peo-

ple".
If this is our view, then the almost

inevitable outcome is `us and them' :
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`us', the Jews, `them,' the non-Jew-

ish  world  in  its  persona  as  eternal
anti-Semite. It leads to a siege men-
tality, a distrust of those `out there'.
We turn in on ourselves and Jewish
issues  can  easily  become  our  sole
concern.

Clearly persecution has been a se-
rious part of our history - but only
o#e  part,  never  the  whole.  Such  a
view  reduces  serious,  complex  is-
sues  to  facile,  simple  equations  -
`we'   are   all   good   and  therefore

could not possibly do anything bad.
`They' are evil and incapable of do-

ing good. The wrong is always `out
there'  and we can, thus,  reject any
need to be self-critical.

Baruch Goldstein was a madman
to be sure. But to try to understand
what must have been in Goldstein's
head as he walked into that mosque
in Hebron, we have to look beyond
him to the mindscape out of which
he came. That it was Purim cannot,
surely,  have  been  a  coincidence  -
he must have gone straight from the
/7?egj.//cz/7 reading to the mosque. Pu-
rim celebrations have been a way of
sublimating   murderous   impulses
into  noise,   laughter  and  drunken-
ness -a safety valve. For Goldstein,
they  must  have  been  the  sanction
that enabled him to release the safety
catch. Text becomes terror.

In that mosque he was acting out
a mythology, living out a grotesque,
murderous distortion of Jewish his-
tory and Jewish teaching. But what
a recipe - a partial reading of Jew-
ish      history      combined      with
Messianic zeal, a belief in divinely-
ordained right to territory, the Arabs
as Haman's descendants wlho  have
to  be  wiped  out,  a  misreading  of
some of the less-than palatable parts
of two  thousand  years  of rabbinic
teaching  about  non-Jews  and,  no
doubt,  some  pathological  qualities

in  the  man.  Mix  the  ingredients
well.

Goldstein  makes  us  ask  broader
questions - not simply because we
are sickened and revolted by the ac-
tions of somebody whose  label we
share. How could a Jew have done
such a thing? What mythology can
have been  so powerful that  it ena-
bled   a   doctor  to   overcome   his
Hippocratic Oath about saving, not
destroying,   life.   He   must   have

pressed  the  same  override  button
used by Nazi doctors in the S4ocz¢.

But the  revulsion  against  his  act
wells up also because we had begun
the long and slow process of recast-
ing our mythology about Arabs and
the possibilities of relationship  be-
tween  Jew  and  Arab.  His  action
seemed to belong to an obsolete my-
thology,  a  past  beyond  which  we
had  now  moved.  He  reminds  us
painfully  of  tlie  work  still  to  be
done.

A week after the massacre, Jews,
Christians  and  Muslims  came  to-

gether  in  London  for  a  memorial
service,   an  act  of  solidarity  and
shared  grief,  that  could  not  have
taken place without that handshake
on the White House  lawn last Sep-
tember.

We  cannot  forget  the  past,  nor
should we. That would be as partial
as any other reading of Jewish his-
tory. But we have to remember it in
a different constellation, reinterpret-
ing  our  mythology  in  the  light  of
new  and  changed  situations.   It  is

just that which Irish Protestants and
Catholics  are trying to  do.  It  calls,
indeed, for re~membering but in its
real  sense -  to  take  the  members,
the parts of our past and remember,
recast  them  in  some  new formula-
tion, new configuration, appropriate
to present  reality - not that  of the
1950s,'60s or even  l980sl



EvlcTIN® sETTLElrs -
CAN IslIAELI sOLDIElrs REFusE9

Geoffrey Alderman

IN  THE  STATE  OF  ISRAEL  A
fascinating     debate,     of    long
standing  within  the  Jewish  world,

has  recently  been  rekindled:  to  what
extent is the Jew obligated to obey the
laws of the land in which he happens to
find himself? More specifically, under
what circumstances  is he  permitted to
refuse  the  call   to  arms  made  by  its
government? The fact that this debate
concerns  the  Jewish   state   itself  has
added an extra dimension of intensity,
even anguish, to the controversy. It was
sparked by former Chief Rabbi Shlomo
Goren's  ruling  that  members  of  the
Israel  Defence  Forces  (IDF)  need  not
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Pacifism and the Jews
by Evelyn Wilcock,

Hawthorn Press, Stroud,1993,
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obey certain orders, relating especially
to the eviction of Jews living in territo-
ries liberated in the  1967 war.

The  ACI/okfec!A  concerning  the  wag-
ing  of. war and  the  use  of force  lacks
sharp   definition.   But   some   basic
ground  rules  are  clear  enough.  The
Sixth Commandment prohibits murder
-malicious killing without lawful  au-

thority. But in absolute terms the killing
of one human being by another is evi-
dently    permissible    -    in    certain
circumstances.  A  distinction  is  drawn
between  what  are  termed  `obligatory
wars', such as the war against Amalek
and other wars which, while not obliga-

tory,  the   Scz#feec7rz.#   nonetheless  per-
mitted.     Nowadays    there     is     no
Scr#feedr;.# and this, it might be argued,
must mean that the discretion granted
to  it has  lapsed.  In  fact this  is  not the
case, because the Jew is entitled to ex-
ercise  the  right  of self-defence.  And
self-defence  includes  pre-emptive  ac-
tion.  We  might  also  note  that  many
have interpreted `Amalek' in a generic
sense, arguing that there is an Amalek
in  every  age.   If  so,  the  war  against
Amalek knows no temporal limit.

It  seems  to  be,  therefore,  that  the
claim  of pacifism  to  derive  its  legiti-
mation   from   Jewish   theology   is
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exceedingly tenuous. There are, in the
re#czcfe, certain allusions which would
seem  to  indicate  the  contrary.  For ex-
ample,       we       read       in.          Ec4czfe,
Lamentations,  that   `It   is  good   for  a
man   ...  to  offer  his  cheek  to  his  at-
tacker'.   The   real    meaning   here,
however,  is probably that we  must be
ready to receive punishment when it is
deserved.  Isaiah, too, speaks of `offer-
ing ... my cheeks to those who plucked
my  hairs'  and his  famous  vision  talks
about nations beating their swords into
ploughshares.  But this vision  refers to
a Messianic future.  It may well be that
some  situations  are  better handled  by
suffering in silence. We must certainly
leave no realistic avenue unexplored in
the   search   for   peace.   Maimonides
stressed that  no  ef`fort  must  be  spared
to avoid conflict.  But he  was far from
suggesting  that  peace  should  be  ob-
tained at any price.

During  the  First  World  War  these
issues  were  the  object  of intense  de-
bate  within  the  Anglo-Jewish  world.
To begin with, the introduction of con-
scription  resulted  in  the  phenomenon
of the conscientious objector, who had
to  make  his  case  before  a  recruiting
tribunal.   Secondly,  there  were  many
within British society who doubted that
British   hostilities   against   Germany
amounted to  a  `just'  war.  Thirdly  and
as a number of orthodox rabbis argued,
why should one Jew, say, in the British
army, be compelled to kill another, say,
in the German army, in the prosecution
of a  quarrel  in  which  Jewish  interests
were  not  remotely  involved?  The  su-

per-patriotism   of  Chief  Rabbi   Hertz
was  countered  by  orthodox  voices  of
dissent,  opposed  not  so  much  to  war
per se as to Jewish participation in the
Great   War.   One   such   dissenter,   the
Reverend  John   Harris,   lost   his  post
with  the  Liverpool  Old  Hebrew  Con-

gregation  because  of his  support  for
Jewish conscientious objectors.

The  story  of John  Harris  forms the
opening  chapter  of Evelyn  Wilcock's
study.  Harris was a true pacifist,  Hon-
orary  Secretary  of  the  Jewish   Peace
Society.  Pacifists  believe,  like  Isaiah,
that war should be abolished.  But they
also refuse, themselves, to take up arms
or to  engage  in  violence  of any  form.
Some of the other luminaries and lead-
ers  who  feature  in  this  book  were  not
pacifists  but   merely  peace-seekers,
which  is something very different.

•During the Second World War there

were  a  handful  of  British  Jews  who
were genuine pacifists.  In the USA the

phenomenon was more widespread.  In
1932 Abraham Cronbach, Professor of
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Jewish  Social  Studies  at  Hebrew  Un-
ion   College,   Cincinnati,   published
what can best be described as a pacifist
rmI"al. ,  The  Jewish  Peace  Book f or
Home and School. That same year the
Conservative  Rabbinical  Assembly  of
America declared `all war to be wrong'
and as late as 1943-44 the Jewish Peace
Fellowship   actively   supported   the
rights of pacifists, while other, secular
Jews, such as Abraham Kaufman, were
active in the War Resisters'  League.

But,   as  Evelyn   Wilcock  indicates,
the  Holocaust divided the genuine un-
compromising   pacifists   from   the
fellow travellers. In Mandate Palestine
there had been an honourable tradition
of Jewish peace-seeking. The Brit S4c!-
/o#t,   founded   in    1925,   was   not   a

pacifist organisation but strove to fos-
ter  reconciliation   between   Jew   and
Arab.  Enzo  Sereni,  one  of its  leading
lights,  refused to resort to  arms  in the
face of Arab murders of Jews but, with
the   fall   of  France   in   1940,   he   re-
nounced   his   pacifism,   enlisted   in
British   Intelligence,   was  arrested  by
the  Germans  in  May  1944  and  a  few
months   later   died   under  torture   in
Dachau.   Hans   Kohn,  too,  had  aban-
doned his pacifism in  1939 and Kohn's
teacher, the philosopher Martin Buber,
though  he  supported  /?cry/czgcz,  self-re-
straint,   came   to   accept   that   Jewish
territorial  rights in  Palestine had to be
defended  by  force.   `The  situation  in
Germany'   Evelyn   Wilcock   writes,
`called  for  desperate  so]utions.  There

was  a  pressing  need  for  a  refuge  in
Palestine  for Jews  from  Nazi  Europe.
Buber saw this as ajust claim and one
that might be defended by force.'

The   developing   situation   in   Israel
has  sharpened  the  debate  about  Juda-
ism  and  war-resistance.  Martin  Buber
and Judah Magnes, the head of the He-
brew University, countenanced the use
of force but apparently only in the con-
text     of    the     Holocaust.     Buber
condemned  the  bombing  of the  King
David  Hotel  by the  /;-gif#  in  1946  and
became  increasingly  critical  of Israeli

policy towards  its Arab minority.  Pre-
occupation with what he perceived as a
growing      spirit      of      militaristic
adventurism on the part of Israeli gov-
ernments  resulted  in   Leon   Roth,  the
historian Cecil 's eldest brother, resign-
ing his Chair at the Hebrew University
in   1951.  The  decision  of  Menachem
Begin's   government  to   invade   the
Lebanon   was   condemned,   within
Israel,  largely  on  the grounds  that the
war was not defensive.

During that invasion an organisation
- yes.fe GiJ.// - was founded to persuade

members of the IDF to take no part in
it.    yesA   Cw//  argued  that  no  one  is
obliged to obey a law that is inherently
illegal and that commands for the inva-
sion   of  the   Lebanon   fell   into   this
category. The example of yesfe Gvit/ is
being used today by Jews in the liber-
ated territories and by their supporters,
in   defence  of  Rabbi   Goren's  pro-
nouncements. For those who defended,
on grounds of conscience, the rights of
IDF  members  not  to  take  part  in  the
Lebanese  campaign,  can  hardly  deny
the same facility  of conscience to  sol-
diers who want nothing to do with the
eviction of Jews from Ere/z  yz.srcze/.

Rabbi   Goren   and   his   supporters,
such   as   Rabbi   Nahum   Rabinovitch
have been accused of undermining de-
mocracy.      Such      an      accusation
completely misses the point. The con-
scientious objector, by the very fact of
being such, spits in the face of democ-
racy.   A   democracy  which   does   not
permit  its  citizens to  spit  in  its  face  is
not worthy of the name.  Advocates of
territorial  withdrawal  are  counting  on
the religiosity of the settlers, who, they
calculate  will   not  fire  on   Israeli  sol-
diers   evicting  them.   I   know   of  no
Aa/czkfej.c  imperative  permitting  mem-
bers  of the  IDF  to  spill  the  blood  of
fellow  Jews.  But  the  right  to  defend
Jewish occupation of the Land of Israel
is supportable in fecr/crkfez.c terms.

In the closing pages of her book and
in  the  context  of a  most  sympathetic
examination of the work of the  Israeli
pacifist Natan Hofshi, Evelyn Wilcock
recalls  the  massacre,  by  members  of
the   IDF,   of  Arab   villagers   at   Kfar
Kassem   in   1956  and  the  subsequent
courts-martial. She reminds us that the
Appellate  Military  Court  later  estab-
lished the principle `that Israeli soldiers
were  to  disobey  any  obviously  illegal
order'.  But  what  is  an  `obviou§ly  ille-

gal  order'?  She might have added that
at Nuremberg the principle was estab-
lished that the citizen of a state is under
no obligation to aid and abet the imple-
mentation   of  any   law   which   is   so
morally  repugnant  that  no  reasonable

person would defend it, even though it
had been constitutionally enacted.

That,  in  essence,  is  the  plea  of the
conscientious  objector throughout  the
ages.   Any  member  of  the   lDF  who
refuses  to  evict  settlers  is  entitled  to
summon it in his or her defence and to
expect and receive the support of Jew-
ish pacifists in so doingl
Geo[[rey   A;lderman  is   Pi.o.I.essor  o./.  Politics
and  Con[empol.al.y  Hislol.y  al  Royal  Hollov`iay
and  Bed.I.ol-d  New  College  and  PI-o-vice  Chan~
cellor   o.|`  London   Univei.sil}i.   I-lis   `Modern
BTit.ish  Jewry .  `\las  pill)li.shed  in   1992.



BECAUSE    WAR     IS    AN
extreme    activity,    it    soon
strips away euphemism and eti-

quette to reveal  power in the  raw  and
expose core beliefs and values. A com-
mander's preparations for battle reflect
opinions on such matters as human na-
ture, what moves men to fight and the
fragility of morale, along with the com-
parative strengths and weakness of the
social structures of the belligerents.

Despite the  common  view that war
and  ethics  cannot  mix,  in  that  ethical

4

conduct  is a victim of war, war intro-
duces.a  sort  of crude  clarity  into  an
ethical   system.   For  the  values  upon
which a society claims to be based are
weighed continually against the neces-
sity  of  protecting  that   society  from
external enemies. Much can be learned
about  a  society  from  the  honour  ac-
corded  to  its  warriors  and  the  mercy
shown its victims.

The  study  of the  ethics  of war  is
dominated by the Christian "Just War"
tradition.  This  is  essentially  a  check-

list  of criteria against  which to  assess
whether  a   particular  war  has   been
called  by  a  proper  authority  for  a  le-
gitimate  purpose,  whether  the  means
adopted  are proportionate to  the  ends
desired and do not generate more costs
than  gains.  Though  now  invoked  by
Christian   leaders   when   deliberating
over support for any war, the tradition
was largely developed to manage con-
flicts within Christendom.

The  Jewish  tradition  has   its  own
definitions   and   distinctions.   But   the
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real difference with the Christian tradi-
tion  lies  in  the  fact  that,  for  much  of
their  history,  Jews  were  so  dispersed
that  they  were  never  in  a  position  to
make  definitive  decisions  about  war
and peace. In practice they had to cope
with  the  consequences  -  often  cata-
strophic -of powerlessness, rather than
the opportunities of power.

For Jews true responsibility for war-
making has come only when there has
been either the possibility or the reality
of an  independent Jewish  state, that is
from  Moses  to  the  destruction  of the
second  temple  and  the  contemporary
struggle  to  establish  and  sustain  the
State  of  Israel.  This  produces  a  curi-
ously  direct  link  between  the   Bible,
which  contains  many  descriptions  of
Jews  at  war and  passages  intended to
guide  their  conduct  and  the  debates
which  have  been  generated  by  Israeli
conduct over the past forty-five  years
and in particular since the first `war of
choice'  against  Lebanon  in   1982  and
the   suppression   of  the   Palestinian
intif;ada.

At  first  glance,  especially  for Jews
of a liberal disposition, the comparison
is   more  than   a   little   uncomfortable.
Internecine  war  was  by  no  means  ab-
sent  in  the  first  Jewish  state  and  the
Bible  indicates  the  somewhat  gentler
attitudes   which   should   govern   such
conflicts.  However those  which  come
into  play  when  doing  battle  with  the
non-Jewish world are often uncompro-
mising. While the story of the liberation
from  Egypt,   with  the  slaying  of  the
Egyptian   first-born   and   the   mass
drowning of pharaoh's army in the Red
Sea,   is  qualified  by   God's   reminder
that the drowning of the  `work of my
hands' cannot be an occasion to `chant
songs',  by  the  time  we  get  to  Canaan
there   seems   little   room   for  pity   or
mercy.

Take,   for  example,   Deuteronomy
20.  Here  we  find  an  intriguing  discus-
sion  on  how  to  ensure high  morale  in
an army on the eve of battle -by com-
bining   a   priest's   reassurance   that,
whatever the  apparent  odds,  the  Jews
have  the  critical  advantage  of God's
support, with an of.ficer's injunction to
those  who  might  have  their  mind  on
the unsettled state of their affairs back
home and those who are simply scared
to withdraw.  There  is then  clear guid-
ance  on  how  to  conduct  a  siege.  This
includes  providing  an  opportunity  for
a bloodless surrender which will result
in  slavery  but  at  least  not  murder and
some protection  for women even after
the  defeat  of a  resisted  siege.  From  a
contemporary   perspective  the   rules
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seem brutal but,  in the context of their
time,  they  display  a  modicum  of hu-
manity.

However,  then  we  come  to   Deut.
20: 16-18:

But in the towns of these peoples
that the Lord your God is giving you
as  an   inheritance,  you   shall   leave
nothing  that  breathes   alive.   You
shall   surely  place  them  under  the
ban -the Hittites and the Amorites,
the  Canaanites  and  the   Perizzites,
tlie Hivites and the Jebusites -as the
Lord your God has coinmanded you,
in order that they shall not teacli you
to perform all the abominations that
they perform unto their gods so that

you sin against the Lord, your God.
This  is  not an  isolated text.  Deuter-

onomy and Joshua are full of promises
to  annihilate  enemies   with   not  even
babies spared. Sometimes there are re-
minders  to   slaughter  ox,   sheep  and
donkeys as well. The basic message, in
the  nasty  euphemism  from the former
Yugoslavia,  is one of ethnic cleansing.
These people worship the wrong gods,
have  vile  practices  and  occupy  land
which  has  been  promised  to  you.  So
destroy them.

These passages have since been used
to  justify  all   sorts  of  viciousness   in
war, from the crusades to the destruc-
tion   of  the   American   Indians.   The

position  of  `the  ban'   in  the   Hebrew
Bible allows the Jews to be blamed for
an   ideal   of  extirpation   and   it   has,
unsurprisingly,  been  identified  as  the
source of zionist attitudes towards Pal-
estinians.   It   certainly   does   not   help
those who argue against the dehumani-
zation of people who have appeared as
obstacles  to  the  creation  of a  modern
Jewish state.

It is to the credit of susan Niditch in
this  intricately  argued,   scholarly  and
illuminating  book,  that  she  takes  the
"ban" head on and explores its various

meanings,  distinguishing  between  the
ban as `God's portion', a form of sacri-
flee of an out-group to gain God's help
in battle  and the  "ban"  as  `God's jus-
tice', by  which the  carriers of evil  are
to  be  exterminated to  purify  the  body

politic.   She  notes  a  variation  of this
latter type whereby the key distinction
is  between  the  clean  and  unclean,  so
that  young  virgins  can  be  spared  be-
cause   they   are   unsoiled   vyhi]e   the
Israelite soldier who has killed must be

purified before his life can be resumed.
While echoes of the "ban" are to be

found  throughout  the  Bible,  Niditch
demonstrates the existence ofa number
of quite distinct traditions: the `bardic'
in which warriors are glorified but their

battles  are  part  of a  game  with  clear
rules;    secondly,    an    ideology    of
`tricksterism'  by  which  an  underdog

uses guile to improve his lot; the con-
trasting  ideology  of  `expediency',  by
which  underdogs  are  suppressed with
whatever brutal methods are available.
Lastly,  an  ideology  of `non-participa-
tion',  which  is by  no  means the same
as non-violence, for those whose pow-
erlessness means that war is not really
an  option  and  must  instead  put  their
faith in God's deliverance. She stresses
that these do not replace the "ban", nor
follow   in   a  particular  sequence   but
rather overlap and often contradict one
another.

It  is  often  tempting  when  seeking
biblical texts on war to opt for Isaiah's
optimistic   vision   of  swords   being
beaten  into  ploughshares  and  spears
into  pruning  hooks.   `Nation  will  not
raise  sword  against  nation,  they  will
not   continue   to   learn   about   war'.

(Isaiah  2:4).  It  provides  confirmation
that war is not valued for its own  sake
and that it will be absent when we reach
the `end of days'. Such a time will only
come,   however,   when   all   have   ac-
cepted   lsrael's  ideology  and   lsrael's
God. This is the sort of peace for which
much blood may be shed. Nonetheless,
Niditch  succeeds  in  demonstrating  an
unease  over war-fighting and  a  grop-
ing towards peace  even  in  a  world of
hostile forces. David, after all, was not
allowed to build the temple  in Jerusa-
lem but only his son Solomon.  He was
a man of peace and he was allowed to
remain  so by God who provided  `res-
pite from all his enemies round about'.

The  Jewish  tradition  is  thus  far  re-
moved  from  pacifism,  yet  the  Jewish
people  has  suf`fered  more  than  most
from  violent  attitudes  and  ideologies.
If nothing else, this suggests that when
Jews   find   themselves   in   a   position
where they can inflict violence on oth-
ers,  they  would  do  well  to  remember
their own experiences on the receiving
end.  War always needs  special justifi-
cation  and  perhaps  Jewish  wars  need
more justiflcation  than  most.  Despite
Niditch's  best  efforts  in  her  stimulat-
ing  analysis to  illuminate the tensions
within  biblical  writers  as  they  sought
to  come  to  terms  with  the  ethics  of
violence, the conclusion remains that -
then as now -justification rarely trou-
bles those engaged in  a bitter struggle
for survival.

Li\wrence Fr.edmain is PI.Ofbssol. Of` War Sttid-
ies  al  King's  College,  London.  His  most  I.ecen[
boot.  i.s    The   Gulf  Conflict   1990-91    /wi./A
E.I.I.aim  Kal.sh).  Fabel.,1993.
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Delnand for women's `mlnyanim' -prayer groups ~ is causing controversy
withilt United Synagogue ~ central orthodox circles in Britain.

So we invited four Jewish womere to write about their prayer life, their tradition
and their synagogue.

TOGETHERNESS

Sharon Lee

A::th(ch:#:':e:rdu:¥u?m#o::s::a:'
Sfe/f.e6/e to which  we belonged.  It was
a warm and vibrant place, noisy, infor-
mal and welcoming.  I can still hear the
melodies my father sang when he took
his turn at leading the services on SAczb-
bczf  moming.  On   Sfeabbcz/  afternoon,
the  men  and  children  would  sing  ro-
bust   ze#2/./.o/  (songs)   around   tables

piled with herring and egg kz.che/s. And
on Sl;.#2cfeof ro;.czfe, the rejoicing of the
law  was  a  truly  celebratory  occasion
and the only time when the gauze cur-
tain separating the men and the women
would   be   lifted   over  the    ;7tecA/./zczA

(barrier),   so   that   the   women   could
watch the dancing and the processions.

When   I   was  twelve,   it  was  made
clear to me that I was too old to remain
in  the  men's  section  and   I  took  my

place behind the #2ecfer./zcr/t.  As a mar-
ried  woman  I  have  sat  in  the  ladies'

gallery   of  various   orthodox   syna-
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gogues,  with  varying  degrees  of reli-
gious satisfaction. But it was not until  I
attended a Slfecrbbcr/ morning service at
Edgware   Masorti   synagogue  thirty
years  later,  that  I  again  felt a sense  of
belonging.   For  the  first  time   since   I
was a child I  was a part of, rather than
apart from, the congregation.

What  I  most  appreciated  about  the
Masorti service was being close to the
heart of the service instead of distanced
from  it,  being able to  touch  the  Se/er
ro;-CZA and being able to recite hadd!.sA
for my parents. These practices are,  in
fact,  offered by  some  Orthodox  syna-
gogues   in   the   United   States   and   in
Israel.  It was also easier to dc7ve# (pray)
with  Kc7vva#afe  (concentration)  as  the
congregation   was   involved   with   the
service rather than busy talking to each
other.

In this country, one of the ways that
women  within  the  orthodox  commu-
nity  have  been  able  to  gain  a  more
profound  experience  of prayer  is  by

organising services of their own.
The women's  /e///czrfe  services have

been extraordinarily moving and pow-
erful  as  we  hear  our  own  and  each
others'   voices   for   the   first   time.
Women of all ages sing together, or are
led   in   prayer   by   a   sweet   voiced
Cfecrzzar#j./.  The  prayers,   such   as  the
Amj.drfe, that we recite silently are done
without haste so that we have time to
say  every  word.  And  we  have  added
our own  prayers,  such  as  one  for the
crgif#crfe,   the   woman   whose   husband
will  not  grant her a  divorce.  Those  of
us who have learned to /cr};e#, share the
readingoftheweek'ssz.cJ;-crfeandfecz//c]-
rafe  and  a   c7'var  rorcrfe,  a  homily  or
commentary about the Scc7rczfe, is given
by a  different  woman  at each  service.
A young girl sings A#;.#2 Ze#cj.rof at the
end of the service. Everyone is encour-
aged to participate as fully as they can.

Going to Sfeff/ is a fundamental part
of keeping S1#crbbcz/ and the festivals. It

Continued on next page



also  fulfils  the  need  I  have  to   c7avc#
with  other Jews.  I  think  that prayer is
both a personal expression of hope and
a celebration of being a Jew among the
Jewish people.

As this is so,  I have to pray together
with   a   group   or  a   congregation   of
whom  I  am  a  necessary part.  My task
as  a  grown  woman  is  to  recover  the
tradition   that   I   felt   was   mine   as   a
childl

Sharon Lee   is  a .I.oundel.  o.I- the  Stanmol.e  Te-

.I.illah   Gi.oup   and   o./.   Ihe   Jewish   Women's
Nelwol.k.

HOOKED

Jackie Richards

EVERy  SfJABBAr,  FESTlvAL
and   High   Ho]yday   I   will   be
found  at  synagogue.   This  is  a

very  precious time  away  from  family
concerns and work. The cycle of serv-
ices concentrates on positive aspects of
life and Jewish aspirations from the dis-
tant   past   to   the   present   day.   Our
charismatic,  compassionate  Rabbi  is a
true teacher and leader. She encourages
the congregation to develop its love for
Judaism  and  inspires  us  with  enthusi-
asm,   ideas   and   social   action.   The
congregation  is  welcoming  and  origi-
nates from many parts of the world, is
of all  ages,  traditions  and  social  cir-
cumstances.  All  my  adult  life  I  have
lived in an urban multicu]tural area and
I  am  delighted the  synagogue  reflects
this.

There is a beautiful, melodious choir
and  the  cantor's  singing  js  very  mov-
ing  and  expresses  the  essence  of the
prayers.   Services   are   conducted   in
English  and  Hebrew  and,  although  I
find  Hebrew  a  barrier,  my  reading  is
slowly  improving.  Sometimes  I  close
my eyes and concentrate on a prayer's
meaning  rather  than  attempt  the  He-
brew.   I   find   silent  prayer  the   most
satisfying.   As   I   pray,   energy   from
within flows outwards while I try to be
sufficiently  responsive  and  aware  of
God for power to enter me. This flow
of energy  simultaneously towards and
away   is  dynamic   and  heightened.   It
takes effort and concentration and "re-
charges my batteries".  I  am becoming
calmer and am  developing more inner
strength  and  this  enables  me  to  cope
with a demanding life.

8

Soon  after  joining  the   synagogue
four years ago, I rea]ised I had skills to
offer.  So,  gradually,  I  became  invol-
ved.  I am now a council member, head
the  religion  school  and  a  small  group
of us has started a spirituality group to
explore prayer and meditation.

I  am  becoming more  reflective,  ac-
cepting  and   my   senses   seem  to  be
"absorbing"  more,  as  if  each  day  is

God-given  and  is  experienced  whole-
heartedly.   Every   morning,   I   walk

quietly in my small garden and experi-
ence peace and closeness to God before
leaving for work. I have started to light
candles on  Friday night and really de-
light  in  the  "magic"  of separating  my
working life from Slfeczbbcz/.

My  tradition  is rooted  in  a  positive
Jewish identity coupled with a straight-
forward  acceptance  of an  omnipotent
God. It is an uncluttered faith that many

people   might   find   simplistic  but   it
works  for me.  I  have  always  appreci-
ated nature and been a friendly person.
Judaism  encourages  an  awareness  of
the connectedness between  nature and
fellow  human  beings.   I   feel   close  to
God  in  forests,  at the  sea,  when  danc-
ing and when relating to other people. I
have a sense that I am connected to the
world in a greater way than just "me"
as an individual  entity.

My  parents  belonged  to  a   Liberal
synagogue  and  we  attended  on  High
Holydays.   Both   sides   of  the   family
were large and full of strong personali-
ties.  My  mother's  parents  came  from
Poland and were traditional.  Grandma
spoke Yiddish. My father's family was
more anglicised.  I  grew up in an emo-
tional Jewish environment with lots of
love,  arguments and kosher food.  My
parents encouraged strong Jewish val-
ues,   including   helping   others   and
standing up for what is right.

An  awareness  of  God  and  Jewish
identity  stayed  with  me  and so  I  have
never  left  Judaism  or  been  a  secular
Jew.   However,  as  an  adult  my  links
with mainstream Judaism became non-
existent  especially  after  my   mother
ostracised  me  following  my  marriage
to my non-Jewish husband.

Local  concerns  dominated  my  life
when  the  children  were  small.  These
included   organising   family   groups,
fighting   cutbacks,   chairing   a   large
Community  Arts  Centre  and teaching
part-time. I loved motherhood and was
committed to my neighbourhood. This
was my way of being Jewish -fighting
injustice and helping to create a better

place  to  live.  I  had  little  contact  with
Jewish  people,  other  than  family  and
some friends.

A   few  years  ago,   I   felt  the  boys
should  have  the  opportunity  to  learn
and  appreciate  their  Jewish  heritage
and  religion.   So,  with  my  husband's
support, I contacted a local synagogue.
This  was  a  gamble  since  it  would  af-
fect our lifesty]e. Would the experience
by positive? It worked like a dream.

The  obvious  choice  was  a  nearby
progressive synagogue as this was the
tradition  I  knew.  The  Liberal   Move-
ment reflects my belief that Judaism is
evolving.  And  I  could  only  belong  to
an   organisation   that   considers   both
sexes as equals. Soon after the children
started,   I   attended   my   first    Sfeczbbcrf
service  and  have  been  "hooked"  ever
since.

•1   wish   British   Jewry   could   break

down  its  artificial  barriers.  Since  my
twenties, the Baal  Shem Tov has been
a   hero   and   Isaac   Bashevis   Singer's
writings are a continual joy. Their tra-
ditions  have  influenced  my  Judaism.
Fortunately, my synagogue appreciates
diversity  and is  not afraid to  combine
tradition with radicalism.

The  synagogue  has  welcomed  my
family and given me encouragement to
develop  my  faith  and prayer life.  The
next "link  in the  chain"  was  taken  by
my son at his recent Bczr#€z./zvaA.  He is
inheriting a  rich tradition  and so is his
busy,  overworked  mum  as  she  enters
"mature" womanhoodl

Jiickjie Rlch8Irds is a membel. o.f Nol.th  London
P/.og/.esf/.vc  S,"cr6Jo6Jwe,   cJ    Rosh   Chodesh

gI.oLip,  [he  Hal./.  Elnply  Bookcase  and  the  Jew-
ish  Women's  Netwol.k.

BALANCE

Barbara Winston

I HAVE BEEN A MEMBER OF A
Masorti  synagogue  for  almost  ten
years.  Joining  didn't  come  easy.  I

wasn't  sure  that  synagogue  life  had
anything to do with me and I regarded
prayer  as  the  recitation  of  so  much
mumbo j.umbo.  Yet being Jewish  was
my history, culture and psychology -it
defined  me.  Despite  dif.ficulties  with

prayer  and    #7z./zvo/   I   knew   I   wasn't
secular,   since   I   harboured   a   strong
sense   of  something   spiritual,   some-
thing     Other.     Many     years     and
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discussions  on  I  recognise  that  I  was
far from alone in all this. At the time I
felt like an outcast, at one with neither
my  religious  friends  nor  my  secular
ones. Eventually I decided.to take some
Hassidic advice and just c7o  it.

"Doing   it"   involved   j.oining   a

Masorti   community  espousing  tradi-
tional   Judaism   with   question   marks
allowed.  In  it  women  may  not  act  as
shaliachtsibbur,prayer\ea.bets,orpa.I-
ticipate in any aspect of reading from
the  scroll.  This  virtual  non-participa-
tion by women in public ritual appeals
to  that  bit  of me  which  craves  space
and  spiritual  time.  The  rest  of me  is
outraged.  I seek refuge in our monthly
alternative  #tz.#j;cr#  with  its  egalitarian
reading  from  the   roraA  scroll  and  in
our  occasional  women-only  services.
Most  sfeczbbafo/,  however,  I'm  at  our
mainstream  service  where  I  feel  that
there might just as well be a mecfej./z¢A

(partition) separating the women from
the men's club  on  the  6z.mcrfe.  Improb-
ably perhaps,  I  draw warmth, strength
and solace from  within that self-same
tradition I berate for its patriarchy. This
isn't  integration  so  much  as  co-exist-
ing  with   contradiction.   Is  this  "my"
tradition? In as much as it springs from
what I grew up with, the United Syna-
gogue of yesteryear, it is. I am not sure
though, that it is a tradition which kept
me  in  touchowith  my  Jewishness  and
gave  me  the  possibility of a  dialogue
with  the  idea  of God.  Paradoxically  I
think it was my years in  Habonim, the
non-religious  youth   movement,   fol-
lowed   by   my   secular  life   in   Israel
which must take most credit for that. It
was  the   richness  and  inclusivity  of
those  experiences  which  nurtured  me
through  my  unaffiliated  years  and  fi-
nally  enticed  me  to  seek  connection
with their ultimate source.

Nearly ten years on I'm still not sure
what  I  mean  by  prayer.  I  use  "com-
muning   with   Other"   as   a   working
definition.  If I pray for anything while
so  communing  it  must  include  a  plea
for my daughters to have the same pos-
sibilities   in   Jewish   life   as   my   sons.
Perhaps  even  more  poignantly,  I  pray
that the experience of traditional Juda-
ism  which  we  offer  will  lead  them  to
want  those  possibilities.  Choosing  to
stay   within   tradition   whilst   railing
against  it,  I  need  to  focus  on  its  dyna-
mism  and  its propensity for change.

Somewhere  in  that tension  between

questioning and commitment I seek my
sense of balance as a Jewish woman.

Barbaral  V`/.inston  is  a  .I.oiindei.  o./.  the  Je\\'ish
Women.s  Nel\\.ork.
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CROSSROADS

Susan Lewin

M;:£::aft:n:sE:hfrop:r§f:::Ts:ve:
form  youth   movement  and   Finchley
Reform Synagogue has been the centre
of my  community  life  for  twenty-six

years. On its b;.fflczA my daughters were
blessed,   I   first  experienced    I/czgbafe
and I gave my first public address to a
congregation.  I was the first woman to
be  elected  to  the  synagogue  council
back  in   1970  and,  as  part  of the  new
building committee of 1972,  I planned
and  chose  the  synagogue  fu.rnishings
and  the  curtains  that  frame  the  Ark.
They are  still  hanging there  and have
been  much criticised.  It was at  Finch-
ley   Reform   Synagogue   that   I   first
recognised my  need  for equality  with
men,  where  I  first  taught  adults  and
where I first learned that I  could make
a valuable contribution to Jewish com-
munal  life.

In the  1980s my focus changed from
an  organisational  role  to that  of ritual
and  prayer.   As  a  warden,   I   became
closely in  touch with the spiritual  and
theological  centre of the congregation
and of myself.  I  began to wear a  /cz//I.f
and formed deep friendships with other
women  who  were  searching  for  new
ways  of linking  their  spiritual  aware-
ness with their daily existence.

This  synagogue  involvement   was
closely linked with my work as admin-
istrator  of the  Leo  Baeck  College  -
some  of my  best  friends  were  rabbis.
This deep connection with progressive
Judaism   was   surprising   to   me   and
somewhat alarming to  my family.  My
parents had left the United Synagogue
at the end of the war and become twice-
a-year  attenders  at  the  West  London
Synagogue.  My  only  memories of my
religious education are of being taught
by Lionel  Blue in the men's cloakroom
at  Alyth  Gardens  and  of  being  pre-
sented with  a prize by  Leo  Baeck just
before  hc  died.  However,  the joy  of
Jewish  ritual  entered  our home once a

year at tlie Set/c;. and left a  lasting im-
pression   on   me.   Since   my   father`s
death  I  liave  often  been  the  family's
celcbrant,  though  my  desire  to  infuse
the Exodus story  with  our own stories

and  interpretations  is  sometimes  met`
by family resistance.

But   over   the   years   much   has
changed  and  unsettled  me.  In   1986  I
spent  three  months  in   India  and  re-
turned to find my life parochial.  I left
my job at the  Leo  Baeck College and
worked  in  an  inner  city  area,  My  in-
vo]vement     at     Finchley-    Reform
Synagogue  waned.  No  longer did  our
group  of  women,   wrapped  in  their
fcz//j.fo/, pray and express their spiritu-
ality  at  Sfeczbbarf  services.  The  liturgy
ceased to move me. The language and
the images did not fit the growing sense
of God within  me,  as a symbol  of su-
preme power and force.  I had become
too passive a recipient of words, music
and sermons. The words were often not
my  words and  the  energy  required  to
make them so distracted me.

This  has  left  a  void  only  partially
filled  by  other experiences  of prayer.
In my home and my life, the rhythm of
my  week  flows  around  Slfeabbczf  and
each  week the  Slfeekfej.%ofe  descends  to
touch   me   with   the   same  joy  that
touched the  Sedarz.in of my childhood
memories.  I  am  a member of a group
of  eleven  Jewish  women  who  meet
monthly to pray, mark the festivals in
vibrant  and  thought-provoking  ways
and  share   Srfeclbbc[f  meals.  We  create
our  own  rituals  and   "j.c7rcrsfe!.",  sup-
port each other through hard andjoyful
times and talk a lot about being women
and growing older.  I am also a regular
visitor to the R!fcrcfe Cfeavw/¢fe, where I
can participate fully through the S:feob-
b¢f service,  experiencing its physical,
emotional,   intellectual   and   spiritual
levels.

But my heart is still  in my commu-
nity  at  Finchley.  And  when  my  first
grandchild was born last year, it was to
the members of my  communityJhat  I
poured out my excitement through the
pages of  Tree  a/A;/e.  So  I  am  at  a
crossroads on myj.ourney and not sure
how  I  can integrate the old ways with
the  new.  Maybe  I  have  to  leave  my
communal home. Or maybe I can bring
back into my community life the power
of a way of praying and understanding
God that speaks my words and reaches
my soul.

Sus2m ljowin  is  a  Counsellor  in  pi.ivale  pi.ac-
[ice   and   Coul.se   Leadel.   in   the   Sc:hool   of
Psycholhel.apy  &  Coiinselling al  Regenl.s  Col-
lege.  She is  fhe Clinical  Oil.eclol. o./.lhe  Raphael
Cenll.e.   a   Jewish   counselling  sel.vice   and   lhe
Co-ol.din(Ilol-   o./.  the   Women's   PI.ogramme   al
lhe  Leo  Baeck  College.
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John Davis

HE     STORY     STARTS     IN
;ilesia and  Poland around  1870.

1  Anti-Semitism,   large   Jewish
families, the break-down of communi-
ties,     extreme     poverty,     official
corruption and the opening of doors in
the   United  States  to  potential   immi-

grants    who   had    no   other   hope,
provided  the  backcloth.  A  number  of
Jewish  males  saw  the  entrepreneurial

T
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opportunity   of  selling  young  Jewish
women  into  the  brothels  of  the  new
world. An underground smuggling net-
work was set up and customs and police
officers  received hand-outs  for allow-
ing   these   women   through   various
frontiers.

The  routine  varied.  Sometimes  the
girl 's father was told that the man could
find  his   daughter  a  job   in  the   new
world.

Another  method  was  the   S/z.//o4

Cfeffppczfe  or religious  marriage.  These
were not recognised by the Polish state.
The opportunity of sending a daughter
to the new world for work or marriage
with a well dressed, educated man, was
too good to be missed. The end of the
journey  saw  the  girl   forced   into  a
brothel  and  the  man  return  to  Poland

Continued on next page
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for  a  fresh  client.   Some  married  as
many as twelve "brides".

Some  of the female travellers  were
already prostitutes operating in  Polish
brothels  who  travelled  happily  to  the
land  of opportunity,  where  fees  were
higher and females in short supply.

The pimps who controlled the pros-
titutes were the merchants. Sometimes
their  women  were  fond  of them  and
loyal.  In other cases, they were brutal-
ised,  beaten,  terrorised,  half  starved
and  locked  in.  In  continental  Europe
these men were called "Alphonses". In
the typical  British manner of convert-
ing foreign words into something that
was eas`ier to pronounce, they became
"ponces".

Although this trade provided fuel to
the anti-Semites, who referred to it as a
"Jewish  business",  probably  the  per-

centage  of  Jewish   involvement  was
about the same as the ratio of Jews to
the  local  population.  This  varied  be-
tween   about  ten   and  fifty  percent.
There were substantial  French,  Italian
and  Greek  brothel  chains  in  the  new
world, apart from those staffed by lo-
cal girls.

Gradually, the business fanned out.
South Africa, Argentina, Brazil, USA,
Canada and UK were all final destina-
tions. A Sephardi link was established.
Cairo, Alexandria, Constantinople and
through   to   India,   Ceylon,   now   Sri
Lanka,  now Singapore and  Manila all
became final destinations. One Jewish
Madam  in  Colombo  believed  that  in
the  twenty   years  she  had  operated
there, she had imported a thousand Eu-
ropean women through turning around
her  agents  or  pimps.  Only  some  of
them  would  have  been  Jewish.  This
Sephardi  link  was  served  entirely  by
Ashkenazi women. One of the last Jew-
ish   Madams  operated  in   Benghazi,
North  Africa  until  the  1940s  but  this
was almost entirely with local girls.

Muslim,  British  and  American  au-
thorities were content that their women
were  not  being  used  for  prostitution.
Disease rates were high, with cure dif-
ficult and often only temporary. Many
of the girls fell into the hands of money
lenders who charged usurious rates of
interest  and  were thus  able to  control
the lives of the girls and prevent their
escape from the trade.

These  men  and  women  were  not
welcomed  into  existing  Jewish  com-
munities   and   were   often   refused
synagogue   membership   and  burial
rights.  They  were  known  as the  "Un-
clean  Ones".   Where   numbers  were
significant, they formed their own so-
cieties  -  a  mixture  between  a  Trade
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Association,   a   Burial   Society  and  a
criminal  gang.  In  Buenos Aires it was
the  "Zvi  Migdal"  society  and  in  New
York the ``Independent Benevolent As-
sociation".   There   it  was   a   leading
participant  in police and political  cor-
ruption and gangsterdom.

The  fight  back  started  in  Europe
with Claude Montefiore in the United
Kingdom,  Bertha  Pappenheim  in  Vi-
enna,  Sadie American in the USA and
Samuel   Cohen   stimulating  interna-
tional   action.   Constance   Rothschild
and Arthur Moro were also leading fig-
ures.

It all took so much longer than.these
hard  workers  imagined.  The  Interna-
tional Council of Jewish Women grew
out of this work and leading feminists
became involved in preventing the en-
deavours   from  becoming  too   male
dominated.   In  the  period   1910-1915,
the  "rescue  of fallen  women"  was  a
popula'r and topical  charitable activity
and  it was  not difficult to  raise funds.
The Baron de Hirsch Fund was one of
many generous supporters.

Britain took a leading role, partly as
a   world  power,   partly  because   of
Claude   Montefiore,   partly   because
Anglo-Jewry was relatively united and,
most  importantly,  because  at  last  this
became a joint Christian/Jewish activ-
ity.  A  professional  staff was  engaged
and  trained  to  check  and  counsel  at
immigration  ports  and  to   train   the
women for other work. Mrs Meirowitz,
a  Yiddish  speaker,  was  employed  at
the point of entry for New York, where
the whole procedure was updated. The
British Jewish Ladies Society, formed
in   1885,  took  the  interesting  step  of
deliberately  involving  men,  because
they  realised  that  women  did  not  yet
have political power.

The   1910  Madrid  Conference  was
an  important ecumenica]  event to  dis-
cuss  the  problem.   Unfortunately   it
developed  strong  anti-Semitic  under-
tones   because   of  the   number   of
notorious Jewish traffickers.

The  introduction  of  flogging  as  a
punishment   for  living   off  immoral
earnings  concentrated  minds  in  many
countries and caused a mass exodus of
pimps   from   countries  where  it  was
brought in.  But  in Constantinople and
India,  the  reluctance  of the  orthodox
rabbinate  and  community  to  come  to
terms  with  the  problem,  prevented
progress. In Argentina there was a lack
of action because the Jewish  commu-
nity  was  not long established and had
few  leaders  of calibre.  In  Germany  it
was  the  Bnai  Brith  that  provided  the
vehicle for action. Nevertheless, it did

not prevent Alfred Rosenberg, the Nazi
propagandist, from using international
trafficking  in   women   for  his  Nazi
propaganda, at a time when it was his-
tory.

The First World War ended the story
in the USA, France, Britain and South
Africa. Controls were jn place at ports
and there was little immigration due to
lack of shipping. There were also now
vast new areas of earning potential for
women. However, in Poland, Rumania
and  the  Middle  East,13-18  year-old
girls often kept their families alive by
prostitution.  German  barracks  in  Po-
land    were    besieged    by    Jewish
prostitutes.  It is difficult to realise that
only eighty years ago women had few
rights  and  even  fewer job  opportuni-
ties. Domestic service and prostitution
were  almost the  only jobs  open  to  an
uneducated girl.

Many of the leading traffickers had
moved to Argentina and Brazil  where
``the  business   in   women"  continued

into  the   1920s.   By   now  the  Jewish
communities  were  sufficiently  devel-
oped to enable successful action. Rabbi
Haliphon  and  Selig  Ganapol  led  the
fight in Argentina. They organised the
boarding  of incoming  steamers  to  in-
tercept  girls  entering  for prostitution.
In  1928  an  honest judge  and  a  united
Jewish community enabled the convic-
tion of many traffickers.  Sadly, police
andjudicia] corruption enabled most to
be  freed  in  1931.  The  money  earned
from  prostitution  brought  the  gang
leaders into the live theatre which they
controlled for some years. Their other
new activities included smuggling and
gambling and legal businesses such as
beauty parlours and the manufacture of
silk stockings.

The outbreak of war in  1939 and the
German/Russian occupation of Poland
ensured that the traffic was truly ended.

The  social,  political  and  economic
problems of today manifest themselves
differently, yet the parallels are clearly
visible.

We  should  endeavour  to  solve  the

problems  of  the   l990s   collectively.
Solo solutions are inclined to stimulate
friction.  Joint  efforts  encourage  har-
mony.  In the same way that the traffic
in  Jewish  women  took  fifty  years  to
control,  these  newer diseases  of soci-
ety  will  not  be  beaten  in  a  day.  The
first step is big and urgent.  [t is to talk
to one anotherl

JohTi M. Dalwiis  is  a  retired  dental  trader  and
li./.elong  inembel.  o.f the  Re.fiorrn  Moveirlent.  He
lives  in  nol.th-west  London  and  acknowledges
Prostitution  and   Prejudice  dy  Edwc7rd  /.
Bi.islow  as  (he  s[imulus .I;or  his  arlicle.
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Margaret Sassienie

IWOULD    HAVE    SAID    "NO
way",  if  the  phrase  had  been  in
vogue, in response to my mother's

suggestion  that  I  should take part in  a
Bcz/ Adz./zvoA  celebration  on  Sfeczv!fo/ at
Alyth  Gardens  Synagogue  in  the  mid
1950s.

I  simply felt that  I  didn't look good
in white. And it was one of the require-
ments  in  those  days  that  all  the  girls
who celebrated their 8 '#o/ A4j./zvczfe to-

gether  each    Sfeczv#o/  dressed   up   as"brides".  I  knew nothing of the prepa-

ration   for  this   occasion,   nor  of  its
meaning   or   content.   These   matters
were  never discussed  because  we  did
not go beyond the white dress.

Today   many   outer  manifestations
and trappings of the ceremony and cel-
ebration of Bc}r or 8¢/ A4;./zvaA remain
and new ones have developed -flower
arrangements,  seating plans,  balloons,
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PLiffing God on the Gi,lest List
by Jeffrey Salkin,

Jewish Lights Publishing,
Woodstock Vermont,

ppl54,  $21.95  hb;  $14.95  p.b.

themes and new clothes. It is inevitable
and  appropriate  that  the   Bar  or   Bar
A4;./zvcrfe  should  be  marked  as  a  very
special  day with  suitable festivities.

In   small  print  on  the  back  of  this
book  by  Rabbi  Jeffrey  Salkin  it  states
"a  portion  of  all   sales..is  donated  to

MAZON,  a  Jewish  response  to  hun-
ger". The sub-title of this book is "How
to reclaim the spiritual meaning of your
chi]d's  Bczr or Ba/ A4f./zvofe"  MAZON,
a   North   American   organisation,   en-
courages   anyone   who   is   making   a
s!."c%afe  to  contribute  a percentage  of
the cost to help feed the hungry. This is
the  kind of lesson  which  should be  at
the  very  heart  and  spirit  of  what   is
taught to our young people. Those few
words set  me of.f`on myjourney to find
out  what  is  being  taught  to  the   B#eJ.
A4j./zvcrfe  today  and  how  effective  that
teaching is.

There  is  so  much  pressure  for  the
young people to  learn  what they have
to  do  "on  the  day"  that  there  is  little
emphasis on the A4!./zvo/.  And the spir-
itual  content  is  something  left,  in  the
main part, to the  Rabbi's "little chats"
which  are  usually  left  to  the  last  few
weeks  or  days  before  the  big  event.
Only  in  a  few  communities  are  time
and people found to help the B#ez. A4j./z-
vcrfe think about "why am I doing this?"
or  "what  is  it  really  about?"  An  even
smaller number of communities see the
importance,  or can  find the  resources
to help the families of the young peo-
ple explore these questions.

In  many  cases,  father and  grandfa-
thers  .will   have   experienced     Bcrr
A4!./zvoA first hand and mother or grand-
mothers have the memories of the Bcrr
A4j./zvczfe  of  siblings.   It  is  not  unusual
for previous  Bczr "j./zvcrfe  experiences
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to  have  been  unsatisfactory  and  sur-
rounded  by  negative  emotions.  These
may  be  consciously  or unconsciously
transmitted   to   the   next   generation.
Where the opportunity exists for fami-
lies to meet together with other families
to talk about such matters the outcome
can be dramatic. In such a group it may
be possible to begin to explore thoughts
and  feelings  for  the  first  time  and  to
discover more about the reason for cer-
tain customs.  Simply sharing anxieties
about who will sit where and who will
do   what   -   particularly  problematic
where   parents   are   separated   or  di-
vorced,   or  where   family   members
"simply don 't get along" or for a family

comprising Jews and non-Jews or born
Jews and Jews by choice.

Information  about  caterers  and bal-
loon  suppliers  can  also  be  exchanged
when the families meet together.

Rabbi  Sa]kin  says  he  finds  it  frus-
trating that "many parents and children
have  never  discussed  the  meaning  of
Ba;-and Bcz/ A4j./zvczfe together". He says
that  all  too  often  "what  results  is  a
ceremony that is essentially a perform-
ance,  a  demonstration  of rudimentary
linguistic competence in an ancient lan-

guage  and  woefully  little  attention  is
paid  to  the  underlying  meaning  and
beauty of it all". This sounds familiar.
We  are  very  quick  at  identifying  the
young  person   who   understands  the
meaning  of his  or her portion  and the
one who has learned their portion par-
rot-fashion      with      little      or      no
understanding.   Skil]s  and  behaviours
have been  taught  either adequately  or
well.

It  may  not be  quite  so  easy to  pick
out  the  youngster  who  has  had  some
opportunity  to  develop      be/;.e/s  cz#d
z.den/j./j;.   This  will   involve  a  level  of
learning  where  the   B#e;.  A4j./zvo4  can
begin to integrate what they are study-
ing  in  their  own  Jewish  and  spiritual
life.

Very  occasionally  this  can  be  seen
in  young  persons  who  are  extremely
fortunate in their teachers.  Salkin calls
what   happens   too   often   "spiritual
sleepwalking".  In  the  foreword  to  the
book, Rabbi Eisenberg Sasso says "it is
not  enough  to  teach  our children  how
to make a blessing. We must also teach
them how to be a blessing".

Young  people  who  were  asked  if
they  felt  the  presence  of God  either
before  or  during  their  ceremony,  re-
plied "it was very special", "good and
weird",  "different  and  special",  "we
were  all  together",  "the  support  I  felt
was  extraordinary",   "I   wondered   if
God  would  recognise  me",  "...at  the
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back..just  where  you  can't  see  him  or
her,"   "I   cou]dn't   say   my   personal

prayer  aloud..it  was  heard",  "I  had  to
be   spontaneous   -   I   didn't   read  the
prayer I had written", ".. great strength
and control".

These beautiful comments from thir-
teem  and  fourteen  year-o]ds  who  had
celebrated  their   B#cj.  W;7zvczfe  a  few
months  earlier  are  expressing,  albeit
haltingly, strongly held feelings related
to perhaps their earliest experience  of
an  abstract  religious  idea.  Where  Bcrr
a;nd Bat  Mitzvah a,nd  Kabbalat Torah,
marked at fifteen or sixteen or later in
Liberal  synagogues, the young people
would be more  familiar with  such  ab-
stract    concepts    and    capable    of
articulating them more clearly. Even at
the age  of thirteen these thoughts  and
experiences are frequently a trigger to
moving  forward  re]igiously.  Thirteen
is an age for experimentation as well as

questioning, a time to "try it out". Per-
haps   thirteen   year   olds   will    not
understand  the   concepts   clearly  but
alongside  concerns  for the  planet  and
fairness they will, with the help of good
teaching and good models, embark on
the exploration. There is no doubt that

young  people  preparing  for their  Bcrr
or Bcz/ A4;./zvczA ceremony have a strong
sense that they are at a significant time
in their lives.  Whether they also sense
the presence of God during this prepa-
ration is not always so certain.

But there are strong indications that
some young people do feel  God at the
time  of their  Berr or  Bcr/  A4z./zvofe  cer-
emony. Salkin reports on young people
saying  "I   felt  that  God  was  around
when  I held the  rorczfe and when I was
reading  it",  "Reading  from  the  rorcrfe
was like God giving Moses the  ro;-czfe.
It's  come  down  to  us...".  With  good
teaching  and  with  a  creative  prepara-
tory  programme,  young  people  learn
about God and spirituality by osmosis.

There   is  the  old    joke  about    Bczr
A4;.fzvczfe -too much bar and not enough
Adz./zvczA !  My enquiries amongst teach-
ers as we]] as parents and young people
were  encouraging.  There  are  commu-
nities where a programme ofwJ./zvo/ is

part  of  the  preparation  for   Bar/Bar
A4z./zt;cz4.  Visiting, talking with and en-
tertaining   the   elderly,   practising
rzec7ahafe  (charitable  deeds)  both  in  a

group  and  individually  were  projects
that  are popular and  often  mentioned.
The  Adz./zvcrfe  of honouring  Sfea6bo/  is
also  emphasised  especially   in  those
communities  where  the  B#ez.  A4j./zvczA
spend  weekends  together  as  part  of
their programme.  These  special  times
together provide invaluable opportuni-

ties for observing the SAczbba/ "j./ziJof
together  -  particularly   important  for
those  people  who  might  never before
have  taken  part  in    B!.r4cz/  f7amczzo#

(grace  after  meals),  or  lit  candles  for
themselves.

A chapter in Salkin's book expands
on   these   ideas.   Salkin   divides   the
mj./zvo/ into two  categories,  ritual  and
ethical.   He  includes  Acts  of Loving-
k:indness,   Tzedakah,  Talmud  Torah.
Honouring the Elderly,  Honouring the
Sabbath,   Memory,  The   Sanctity   of
Speech, the Holiness of Festivals, Non-
Cruelty to  Animals  and  Repairing the
Self.   At   first  glance   some   of  these
might appear obscure or inappropriate
for   B#ez.  Adz./zvafe.   But  the  examples
given are so practical that an excellent
programme for several years could be
developed from this one chapter alone.

In  response  to  my  questions  about
spirituality and the B#ez. "i.fzi/czfe  I also
heard such comments as "they do that
with  the  Rabbi"  or  "they  pick  it  up
along the way" and "we have lost the
l`anguage  for  talking  about  God  and
spirituality".  These  comments  under-
line the need to develop more ways to
improve the preparation for Bcrr or Bczf
Wj./zva4.  We need teachers with  skills
in  listening  as  well  as  talking,  skilled
facilitators to work with family groups
and above all teams of teachers, facili-
tators,  Rabbis  and  youth  workers  to
prepare  the  best  possible  approaches
for this work.

The  Centre   for  Jewish  Education
Bar/BatMitzvahYea,rPTogra.mmesug-
gests that in the flrst or second week of
the school  year each pupil  is asked to
complete  a   sentence  beginning  "the
meaning of Bar Adz.fzvczfe for me is ..... "
In one community this is then, without
discussion, sealed with wax in an enve-
lope  and put away  in  a  safe place  for
the remainder of the year. On the morn-
ing after the Graduation ceremony and
party in which the whole group partici-
pates, the young people are asked to do
the  same  again,  that  is,  complete  the
sentence.  They  are  then  handed  their
original   envelopes   which   they   open
and are able to compare, privately, the
two  sentences.  Discussion  follows  al-
though  no one is czsked to  reveal  what
they   have   written.   This   "exercise"
serves as a reminder to the B#ej. A4j./z-
vcr4  of  the  j.ourney  they  have  made
during the  year  in  which  their  Bczr  or
Bcz/ A4j.rzi/arfe  celebration was  a  signifi-
cant milestonel
Mill.galret  Salssterie  +\ias  the  Education  Con-
sultant for the Cen[I.e for Jewish Education i ior
eleven  years.  She  is  now  a freelance working
will.  individuals,  groups  and  organisatious.
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THE JEWISH FAMIIjY
Rabbi Howard Cooper gave a paper entitled "The Family -its significance in Judaism" to the  1993

Manor House Medical Ethics Society seminar "Sickness and the Family".
The following essay is an adaptation of that paper.

"_N.o faith has invested marriage and parelithood with such significance, sp.iritualfty and beauty as has

Judaism...How, then, do we make marriage work? Judaism's answer, unrivalled in its power, is to surround
it with disciplines and r.ituals, education and a structured I.hythn. Of expressions Of love.

The lows Of Slhal)hat. the festivals, k:ashm+ rriikych, education arid parent-ch.ild relationships result in a

faop..e I.lfig as carefully constructed as a Bacl. fugue and as breathiakiing in its beauty. A good marriage, we
belle_ve, is nat a happy accident but a work Of art. It f;o[lows strict laws Of composition and orchestration, to

which each generation and each family adds its own ornantentation.
As long as we lived under this sacred canopy, we preserved the family intact through the most dissolute

ages...no other firamework Of relatiions lras reniotely rivalled the Jewish home fior .Its  capacity to sustain love
and f idel.ity and to |]ass ori to ch.ildren a sense Of historical belonging"  (Jewish Chroriic:he, 2,i.5.9S)

Trw:ja:tlnw?:IEahrc::uepr:a:1aei:is:tTua:t:a.i::
as we start to  explore the  significance
of the family in Judaism. It contains all
of Chief Rabbi Jonathan Sacks's usual
rhetorical  eloquence;  but  it  also  con-
tains  an  idealization,  of both the Jew-
ish past and certain fecr/¢4fej.c practices.
We  recognise this:  he's  selling us the
`party line'.

Of  course  there  is  something  true
and  important  within  what  Sacks  is
saying but as so often with him - and
this  is  constantly  surprising  in  such  a
sophisticated thinker - there is the at-
tempt to offer a simplistic explanation
for a situation which is inherently com-
plex.  Consider his  explanation  for the
historical success of the Jewish family
and home:  `The secret', he wrote,  :lay

Howard Cooper

in Judaism, not in Jews. For no sooner
had  we  abandoned  the  protective
canopy offecz/cr4fecrfe than our maniages
became vulnerable and fragile'.

And he goes straight on to talk about
Jews  now  divorcing  as  frequently  as
anyone  else,  the  community  contain-
ing  cases  of  child  abuse,  abandoned
families, battered wives and so on. Yet
the  attempt  to  link  these  social  phe-
nomena to  changing attitudes to  fear/cz-
kfez.c observance is intellectually bank-
rupt; in the absence of any real statisti-
cal  research  into  changing patterns  of
Jewish  behaviour  it  is  pseudo-sociol-
ogy of the worst kind.

His  diagnosis is also breathtaki,ngly
arrogant.  What lies behind the Jewish
family's  success?:   `The  secret  lay  in
Judaism,  not  in  Jews'.  Whether  con-
sciQusly intended or not, this is a dent-
gration  of the  lives  of generations  of
Jews.

The personal struggle and sacrifices
of countless men and women to create
material  and  emotional  security  for
themselves   and  their  families;   the
struggle  for  survival,  for  continuity,
for  spiritual  expression,  for  dignity -
the complexity and the integrity of this
personal struggle of ordinary Jews liv-
ing  lives,  yes  indeed,  often  attending
to the traditions of Judaism but maybe
also  distanced from them,  or ignorant
of them,  or alienated by them and yet
still  passing  on  a  sense  of historical
belonging  -  all  of this  stubborn  and



messy wrestling with life issues only to
be told by  Rabbi  Sacks that whatever
success was achieved `the secret lay in
Judaism,  not  in  Jews'.  This  is  pemi-
cious nonsense.

If we  .are  to  look  seriously  at  the
significance  of the  family in Judaism,
we have to  do  so  uncluttered by  an  cz
prz.orj.  assumption that  fecz/crfrfeczfe  is the
answer to all Jewish problems.  But, to
give Jonathan  Sacks his due, this arti-
cle did contain the beginning of a rec-
ognition that good human relationships
and a nurturing family life are not only
constructed  out  of fecr/czfafecrfe :

`No less  seriously,  we have discov-

ered that  fecz/a4feo%  alone  will  not suc-
ceed  unless  we  interna]ise  Judalsm's
ethic  of love.  There has been a rise in
domestic  strife  in  observant  families.
Professedly religious  men  are  capable
of refusing to grant their wives a gef.'
This is at least a breath of honesty; but
before  we  get  too  carried  away,  we
immediately have to be given the ex-
planation  for  this  aberrant  behaviour
amongst traditional Jews:

`When fear/cz4fecrfe  ceases to be obedi-

ence, to the will  of God and becomes
the  assertion of one person's will over
another, it, too, becomes defiled.'

Sacks   here   re-imposes   the   su-
pre;nerty  cJf   halakhah  over his   bate
#oz.re - individualism.  But note the in-
ternal   contradiction:  when  things  go
right in Jewish family life it is Judaism
we thank and not Jews; when things go
wrong jt is, of course Jews who are at
fault,  not Judaism.

That   fe¢/czkfecrfe   can   not   only  be  a
benign  and  nurturing  force  in  Jewish
family life -but may also be used as, or
experienced  as,  an  instrument  of sup-
pression  or repression,  of misery  and
injustice - this  is  a hard truth to bear.
And it doesn't seem that it is a reality
that a Jew committed to the tradition in
the  particular  way  that  Sacks  is,  can
bear.

Having  opened  up  this  potential
Pandora's box -that fro/cr4fea% can also
be oppressive - he immediately slams
it  shut.   His  next  sentence?   `But  we
have  an  answer'.  Of course,  he's  the
Chief Rabbi  - he  has  to  have  an  an-
swer:  `Whenever  I  see young couples
finding their way back to Judaism, or I
go  into  Jewish  primary  schools  and
find  our  five-year-olds  acting  out the
family roles around the Sfecrbbcr/ table,
I  see the rebirth  of the Jewish  home'.
This  would be  funny  it  it  weren't  so
sad and so desperate.

So  is  it  possible  to   say   anything
about  Jewish  family  life  that  doesn't
descend into platitudes or float off into

pious,  sentimental  idealization?
Let me start with a paradox. As the

book of Genesis illustrates, unresolved
family dynamics - passed on through
the children -are the foundation-stone
of Jewish history. The opening book of
the  Bible  explores the  experiences  of
one  family,  the  family  of  Abraham,
through several generations. And all of
the  emotional  complexity  of our  own
lives  is  there:  love  and  conflicts  be-
tween husbands  and wives,  sexual  in-
trigues,  infertility,  sibling  rivalry,  pa-
rental   favouritism   and   its   conse-
quences,  marrying  `in'  or  `out'  of the
tribe,  family  secrets  and  silences,  in-
trigues and dreams, passed on by par-
ents to children `to the third and fourth
generation'.

Here there is no distinction between
history and the unfolding saga of fain-
fly life. The noun /o/dof (derived from
the root  `to give birth'),  comes to sig-
nify  `offspring,  descendants,  genera-
tions,  chronology...history'.  Our  his-
tory is the story of those who are born,
the relationships they form, the choices
they make, the families they create or
from which they break away.

The  paradox  with  which  the  Bible
wrestles  is  that  more  often  than  not
Jewish history is composed of our fail-
ures:  Genesis in particular shows how
the failure of harmonious family life is
woven, against the grain of our expec-
tations,  into the mystery of the divine
plan. It is against this backdrop that we
need  to  speak  when  we  discuss  the
value Judaism places on family life.

As it developed, the tradition recog-
nised  that  the  family  was  to  be  the
epicentre of a holiness which was des-
tined  to  radiate  through  the  commu-
nity into the wider society in which the
Jew  lived.  But  there  was  a  challenge
involved  in  this  process:  there  had  to
be  a balance  maintained between  sus-
taining  what  was  of  value  from  the
past and the  need to   reformulate it in
response to the challenges of new times
and settings.  This was always going to
be  a  difficult  art to  learn.  The Jewish
family was seen by the tradition as an
incubator of puipose, one in which the
individual  would  always  be  wrestling
with  the  necessary  tension  between
continuity and change, the creative ten-
sion  between  a  connectedness  to  the
past and an adaptability in the face  of
the demands of the present.

How  is  Jewish  identity  formed  out
of the incubator of the Jewish family?
Basically there are two components to` Jewish  identity.   There  is  an   uncon-

scious  core  which  develops  in  child-
hood;  and  an  outer  identity  adopted

later in life which rests  upon this  ear-
lief base:

`The  unconscious  core  of  Jewish

identity is established by identification
of the young child with the parent; the
child's  need for generational  continu-
ity; its sensitivity to the distinction be-
tween  family  and  non-family;  its  ac-
ceptance  of  group  myths;   and  the
child's...sensitivity    to    language,
names,  dress  and ritual  as  a means  of
establishing  identification  with  the
family and community' (Ostow, /wdcr-
ism and Psychoanalysis, \992:)

In other words children imbibe their
Jewish identity at the breast and at the
Friday night table;  in the  meaningless
prohibitions  or  the  excited  festive
preparations;  in  the joyful  singing  or
the joyless  chanting;    at  the  insistent
regularity  of family  celebrations - or
the absence of any family with which
to  celebrate.

Our identity is formed out of a mul-
titude of moments, events, experiences
-  unique  or  repeated - that  make  us
who we are: peeping out of the protec-
tive covering of daddy's fcz//z.f, the clos-
est we ever felt; the embarrassment of
that  aunt's pinch-on-the-cheek  at how
much  we've  grown,    kcz);#czfeorcr;   that
time you  spilt the wine at sec7er night;
the times you were dragged to cheder,
or  sfezt/  -  or  denied  access  to  Jewish
books; the pride,  or terror, of the Bc}r-
mitzvah day - or not ha.wing a. Barmitz-
wfe   because  of  the  War.  And  then
there's the  sfeif/  we'd never go to; the
part of the family we don't talk to; the
hushed,  or  angry  tones  about  the  one
who  divorced  -  or  married  out;  the
silent  exchange  of  parents'   glances
about that event that cannot be talked
about.

And `please God by you'  and  `Jews
don't  do  things  like  that'   and  o`God
forbid  that...'  and  `your  father  would
die  if  he  knew'   and   `have  another
piece'   and  `you  don't  want  another
piece,  do  you?'   and  `we  know  you
won't   let   us   down'   and   `1   would
never   have   dreamed   of  speaking
to   mj;  mother  the  way  you  speak  to
me'...

We each will  have our own private
collection of moments and memories -
half-buried,   half-remembered,    or
seared  inside  our  skulls  -  childhood
and   adolescent   messages   encoded
within  us  and  constituting part  of the
secret  bedrock   of  our  Jewishness.
These strange hieroglyphs are the hid-
den language of the soul. They are the
Jewish family inheritance we start with
be/ore we consciously try to articulate
what it means to be a Jew.



Here  is  a fragment  of a conversa-
tion  between  one  couple,  talking to-
gether  about  how  Jewish  values  are
transmitted to  children.
He:  `If children  are pushed too
much into religion -and I've seen
it,  I've seen it myself -they rebel.
She:  Yes and they'11 go...
He:...and they'1l go the other way.
She:  Right against it.
He: They'1l go the other way and
that I  don't want.
She:  I think you can show them the
way  and...
He:  ...that's right,  show them the
way and help them...
She:...and hope that they'11 take it
uP.
He:  A lot better than indoctrinating
them, pushing and pushing and
pushing...
She:  Can't do that...
He:...because it doesn't work.
She: You've got to let them -not,
make their own minds up -...
He:  No,  but...
She:...not  really.
He:.:.show them, show them the

Wa:ry   ...

She:...and they know that they're
Jewish...
He:...they know they're Jewish...
She:...they know they're Jewish.
(`A Sense of Belonging', Channel 4,
1991)

Beneath the surface, confusion reigns.
You  can't  push  children  into  religion:
they rebel. But really you can't let them
make up their own minds either. In some
undeflned, amorphous way, you have to
`showthem  the  way'.  But  what  is  this
`way'? Do they mean (as Jonathan Sacks

would wish it) the fecr/czfrfez.c  `way':  some
anthology of ritual  and ethical practices
that are felt to constitute `being Jewish'?.
Like Rabbi Sacks we can construct a list
of  these  practices:    Slfeczbbc!f,   festivals,
kczsfer4;f,  synagogue  attendance,  life  cy-
cle   events,    /zedcrkczfe,   social   action

(gemilltlt  hasadim).. with a, £ow  a,dapta-
tions,  some  variant  on  this  generalised
fecz/crkfej.c   `way'   would  probably  be  as-
sented to by  Jewish  families  across  the
religious  spectrum.

Even  Jewish  families  who  choose to
remain  outside  synagogal  involvement
might wish to make their children famil-
iar  with  aspects  of the  tradition  which
they,  as  adults have largely  abandoned.
Showing  children  `the  way'  - a phrase
I'm sure we've all used -seems to mean
introducing  them,  at  a  minimum  or
maximum  level,  to  a medley  of Jewish
practices. Of course we can always send
them  to  a  Jewish  school,   or  religion
school  classes - and let others have the
problem.

A lack of personal  commitment is no
bar to the desire that the children inherit
a way of life that, although it may hold
little  meaning  for  the  parents,  is  still  `
seen  as  necessary  for the  next  genera-
tion.   What we  so often hear (as in this
couple)  is the  chorused hope, the wish-
ful,  wish-filled  refrain:   somehow,  by
`showing  them  the  way',  the  children

will `know they're Jewish...know they're
Jewish...know they're Jewish'.

The mantra is reminiscent of Jeremi-
ah's  sarcastic  denunciation  of the  illu-
sions of the false prophets who claimed
that the safety of Jerusalem was guaran-
teed by repeating the words  `the temple
of the Lord, the temple of the Lord, the
temple of the Lord'  (Jeremiah  7:4).  Yet
we know that the mere repetition of our
pious formulaic hopes  cannot make  our
wishes come true.

But it would be too easy -and unfair
-  to  dismiss  (as  rabbis  often  do)  these

parental  attitudes  as  `mere  hypocrisy'.
There may be a lack of insight as to why
it is so important that the children follow
a  Jewish  way  of life.  But  there  is  an

integrity  here  in  the  passion  for  sur-.
vival, even if there is much confusion
over the puxpose of that survival.

There  is  an  integrity,  too,  when  a
parent  shares  the  importance   and
satisfactions  of  a  personal  faith  and
demonstrates that faith through actions
which flow from it, just as there is an
integrity  in  honestly  admitting  one's
doubts as to the validity of Jewish prac-
tices, or one's questions about religious
belief.

What  is  dishonest  is  to pretend be-
lief when  there  is  none.  What  is  dis-
honest is to  expect  children to  adhere
to  Jewish  ways  that  no  longer  make
sense to the parents. What is dishonest
is to  expect the next generation to  an-
swer our unresolved questions in their
lives.

The Jewish family has always been
the   incubator  of  values,  the  place
where,  by  some  mysterious  combina-
tion  of example  and  instruction,  Jew-
ishness is transmitted and our survival
is  ensured.  This  is  fine  in theory.  But
often  it's  the  unresolved  confusions
and  unrea]istic  expectations  of  one
generation  that  are  passed  on  to  the
next  - a dubious inheritance.

Many parents find it almost impos-
sible to help their children formulate a
vibrant and honest response to the cen-
tral  questions  of Jewish  puxpose.   In
one  study,`  interviewees  reported  that
what  was  handed  down  to  them  by
their parents as the most important at-
tributes of Jewish life were, in order of
importance:  `Manying  a  Jewish  part-
ner, being successful  in one's occupa-
tion,  being  financially  successful,  be-

`,  ing  religious  and  being  active  in  the
Jewish  community.'

But survival without a purpose holds
little  attraction  to the  next generation.
It's like insisting on maintaining a vim-
tage  car  in  a  world  without  petrol:  it
may  seem  enjoyable  for  a  while,  it
may  even  fill   you  with  pride  but
where's it going to get you in the end?
For in the end Jewish families have to
confront  the  spiritual  dimension  of
Jewish identity. Questions about mean-
ing  and  purpose  are  as  significant  as
the framework of action in which they
are  held.   It  was  this  balancing  act
which  ensured  the  vitality  of Jewish
life.

For  our  millennia-old  intellectual
and religious and cultural traditions to
survive, we recognise -though we may
fight what we know -that there needs
to  b.6. some.substance  to  our  Jewish-
ness. .And in  out hearts  we know that
enjoy/ing  Jackie  Mason's  humour  and
bagels on a Sunday morning and shop-



ping  in  Marks  and  Spencer's,  is  not.
quite sufficient to maintain Jewish dis-
tinctiveness for very much longer.

• Jews  of all  ages  feel  that  the  em-
•peror has  no  clothes; they have found
little within their Jewish family - with
its  relics  of  fe¢/c!frfez.c  observance  and
impoverished  cultural  awareness  - to
provide  a  meaningful  identity.  They
can  no longer -.to  switch the  fable -
contort their  feet to  fit the  glass  slip-
per:  in  spite  of  communal  warnings
and parental pleas they don't or won't
acquiesce to how members of a Jewish
falTlily  are   `supposed'  to  lead  their
lives.   But,  as  the  Biblical  texts  sug-
gest,  this  urge  to  break  away   ccz#  be
life-giving,  life-affirming.

It is necessary and inevitable that the
anachronistic  and the harmful  have to
be discarded to make room for the crea-
tively  alive new growth.  If the Jewish
family is to evolve and retain its func-.
tion as an incubator of purpose, some-
thing  has  to  disintegrate  -  or  be  de-
stroyed. This notion is embQdied in the.
#3z.c7rasfe!.c fable of the young Abraham
throwing  to  the  ground  his  father's
idols:  `There  must be  something else,
more than  this'.  Monotheism  emerges
out of the debris of the smashed gods.

This  evolutionary  process  is  often
thwarted  in  Jewish  families.  Our his-
torically-conditioned  impulse  to  keep
the family together means that the nee-
essary  separation  from parents  by the
next  generation  can  become  a  frau-
matic  experience  for  all   concerned.
The over-enmeshment of.Jewish fami-
lies  can  mean  that  although  parent.s
consciously  wish  for  their  childrens'
success   and  independence  (`we  can
take an  extra holiday on what we save
on 'phone bills'), they may also uncon-
scious]y resent or envy that same inde-
pendence.

A  child  leaving  home,  a  youngster
becoming  less  religiously  observa`nt -
or more so, a  student changing course
in midstream, a mid-life career change,
a non-Jewish partner, no part.ner at all:
because our physical survival has been
under threat so often, anything can feel
threatening to family continuity.

And children  in their turn  may find
separation difficult because of the guilt
feelings it arouses.  When someone as-
serts their individuality  over a parent,
somewhere  inside  there  is  an  aware-
ness that this is a kind of attack on the
parent.  Often  this  frightening  aware-
ness has to be kept at bay -that separa-
tion involves destruction. How does one
express  one's  freedom-giving  aggres-
sion  when  you  are  also  enjoined  to
`honour your father and mother?'

Sometimes the ang?r at the smother-
ing  expectations  becomes  directed by
the  child,   or  adolescent,   or  adult,
against themselves.  Self-destruction is
the alternative to the destruction of the
unconscious ties to parents. This leads
to the depressions, the eating problems,
the  drug abuse  (including alcohol  and
tranquillisers)  and  the  psychosomatic
complaints  that  are  so  prevalent  in
Anglo-Jewry.  Doctors'   surgeries  and
therapists' consulting rooms are full of
patients  suffering  from  the  repressed
rage  inherent  in  the  claustrophobic
Jewish family.

We prefer to portray the Jewish fain-
fly  in  other  ways,  pointing  to  all  the
acts of generosity and love, of care and
compassion,  .that  Jewish  families  are
also  capable  of:  the  selfless  devotion
to  ageing parents or sick children; the
financial sacrifices and anonymous do-
nations; the daily acts of kindness, the
small   gestu.res  of  personal   concern,
which  nobody  notices but which  con-
stitute  a  person's  righteousness.   All
this is the unspoken holiness of Jewish
families.  But .the.  maintenance  of this
special  attitude  to  life,  this  holiness,
involves complex and demanding work
for all the members of the family.

How .is it possible then for families
to  achieve that delicate balance where
parental values inform, but do not die-
tate to the next generation, where emo-
tional  life  and  spiritual  purpose  are  in
relative  harmony?  There  are  no  easy
answers.  But the ability to respect the
individuality  of each  member  of the
family, in a spirit of `co-operation and
acceptance.'  (to use one TV interview-
ee's  words),  is  a  crucial  factor.  I  be-
lieve  this  js  the  highest  moral  value
Judaism has to offer - and the hardest
to  achieve.  Mutual respect is  an intan-
gible  quality  in  family  life  but  those
who receive it know it - and those who
don't, assuredly know it too.

If the Jewish family is the incubator
of purpose we need to explore ways in
which Jewish family life,  so often ex-
perienced  as  a  self-enclosed  and  re-
pressive  system,  can  be  transformed
into an open, tolerant and flexible func-
tioning unit in  which family members
can  grow  separately  as  individuals
while  feeling  close  enough  for  com-
fort.

If Jewish  marriage  is  to  be  main-
tained as  Kz.ddftsfez.# .-a  re]igjous  and
spiritual  undertaking -  what  first  has
to  be  sanctified  is  what  takes  place
between the couple. It is not sufficient
for Jewish legalism alone to dictate the
rules of marriage. There has to be an-
other basis for the holiness.

The  new  "les  fior   Kiddushin,  tor
holy living as a couple, need to be for-
mulated in the relationship, free of ex-
ternal  pressures  and demands.  Parents
will   need  to  understand  themselves
well  enough not to live their lives un-
consciously through their children, ex-
pecting  them  to  fulfil  unmet  needs
within  themselves,  wanting  them  to
achieve all that they have been denied.
Inner frustrations and doubts will have
to be faced, not projected onto the next
gener.ation.  Each  generation  will  have
to  learn  to  see  what  is  happening  to
them and face the sadness and pain of
separation  from  parental  wishes  and
communal  expectations.

The  new  rules  for   Kj.dd#sfej.7z    will
need to be searched out by the couple
for  themselves,  with  all  the  honesty
they  can  muster,  all  the  vulnerability
they  can  allow  themselves  to  show.
The  new  rules  for  Kz.c7d£/sfez.#,.  for  the
spiritual  venture  which  marriage  and
committed  partnerships  can  become,
will  have  to  be  developed  with   an
openness,  a  self-awareness  and  a  ca-
pacity for self-disclosure which is long
overdue  and  which  traditional    fecz/cz-
farfeczfe  can  never provide.

But  for  any   such   reconstituted
K!.c7di/sAz.#  to  evolve  it will  have to be

protected  from  communal  disparage-
ment.  For  we  will  inevitably  have  to
recognise the variety of committed re-
lationships  now  possible  outside  the
boundaries oftraditional Jewish norms.
The only relevant criterion will be the
inherent internal  sanctity of these rela-
tionships. This will be the hallmark of
the  new   Kz.c7d"sfej.#:  a  spiritual   integ-
rity  based   on   self-knowledge   and
knowledge of the other.

The whole  notion  of the sanctiflca-
tion of Jewish family life will  have to
become  broad and  flexible  enough  to
embrace all Jews: notjust conventional
families  but  couples  without  children,
homosexuals,  singles  with  or  without
partners, single people with or without
children - a form  of Kj.dJi4s.fej.#  where
all  can  experience their  intimate  lives
as a source of pride, not cause for feel-
ing a failurel

Rabbi  Howard  Cooper  /.s  c7  g/.odwc7fe  q/. Leo
Baeck College and a practising psychotherapist.
He lecful.es and wl.i(es on psychological and Jew-
ish thennes  and  is  (he author  o.i. .A  Sense o.i Be-
longing:   Dilemmas   a.i.  Bi.ilish  Jewish  identity'

(]991).
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1N THE SHADOW OF THY WINGS .... '

AIf:s:TH£:#\€:wH:N;xffHNrimGryc;a;:So:s,
invariably  with  a  tie  and  jacket.   My
hair  is  short  and  neat.  So  in  people's
minds I am perhaps an accountant, pos-
sibly a dentist, maybe a solicitor, even
conceivably   a   car  salesman,   heaven
forfend!  But  never a  pilot  and  a  mili-
tary pilot to boot.

How can  I  be both Jew and military
man?

Take  going  to    Sfeff/.   Aircraft   are
noisy, so, as a pilot,  I have served well
away from population centres.  If there
is a Sfeif/ nearby, then I have the choice
of driving on S:feczbbcz/ or not attending
a  synagogue.   I   choose  to  drive,   not
least because I feel it important to give
my  children  the  knowledge  of syna-
gogue   worship.   Moreover,   being
isolated from other Jews I found at one
time that the less I did, the less I wanted
to  do.  Weeks  went by  without Jewish
observance of any kind.

18

Stephen Griffiths

Even when a synagogue is available
there  is  still   no  guarantee  that   I   can
attend. Queens Regulations allow Jews
time  to  attend  synagogue  for festivals
and High Holydays.  I do not know of a
Commanding Officer who has refused
such    leave   without   good   reason.
Therein  lies the rub, because the codi-
cil   to  the   Queens   Regulations   states
` ...subject to the exigencies of the serv-

ice.'  This can happen especially when
serving,  as  I  have  done,  on  an  opera-
tional  unit.

I  recall  once  when  we  were  mem-
bers  of  Hertsmere  Synagogue  in  the
days before they had a full-time Rabbi.
I  was  a  lay  reader  and  had  organised
the  High  Holydays  services.  My  own

Part was to  conduct a large portion  of
the  Ko/ Ivj.c7/.e  Service.  But  that  after-
noon   something   cropped   up   that

demanded I stay at work. There was no
alternative  but  to  make  an  apologetic
telephone   call   and   arrange   a   last-
minute substitute.

Another  major  concern  is  keeping
kosher.  We  do  not keep  strictly to the
rules because we cannot.  But that does
not  mean  that  we  eat  /re/a  foods.  No
forbidden  foods  ever  enter  our  home
and all  but the very/rw#2 have happily
eaten with us. We have travelled miles
to  get  kosher food  whenever  we  can,
often making round trips of well over a
hundred miles.

Controlling what  we  eat at  home  is
easy but  we  are  frequently invited out
to  dinner especially  when  we are  new
arrivals at a unit and we have to attend
functions in the Of`ficers'  Mess.  Imag-
ine  the   first  prospective  hostess   is
telephoning   with   an   invitation.   De-
lighted, we say but perhaps you should
be aware of our dietary needs: nothing
from a pig -that means notjust pork or
bacon but all things made from or con-
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taining  pork   such   as   sausages,   pat6,

quiches -  no  kidney,  no  shell  fish,  no
game   birds   or  animals,   no   sharkfin
soup  or  rattlesnake  steaks..... and  noth-
ing that has been  on  a plate  alongside
anything taboo or served with  utensils
that have been used to serve the forbid-
den fruits. By now the hostess has gone
into a major decline.

But later, when we are a little better
known and have perhaps hosted a din-
ner  or  two  ourselves,  before  we  can
launch into our diet speech our hostess
assures  us  she  knows  all  about  it,  has
researched the details and has bought a
Jewish  cookbook  from  W  H  Smiths.
Indeed,   the   whole   meal   is   designed
around us.

At the beginning of a  tour at a  new
unit   I   give  the  chef  in  the  Officers'
Mess  a  list  of all  the  dots  and  don'ts
and leave him to  look  after our needs.
At a major dinner with over a hundred

people  at  the  table,  we  have  had  per-
sonal   waiters,   dishes   and   food.   We
cannot   ask  for  more  and  have  total
praise for the care taken to ensure noth-
ing transgresses our dietary laws.

I  have always been  conscious that  I
and my family are Judaism's ambassa-
dors  among  non-Jews.  Many  of them
have  never met Jews  before but  show
close interest in Judaism. This demands
that  we have  a  good  knowledge  of all
matters  Judaic   including  present-day
Israel, that we are honest in our beliefs
and willing to speak about them. I have
happily laid /e#//!.# among colleagues,
for  example,  in  tents  out  on  exercise
and on transport aircraft returning from
deployments  and  we  invariably  have
non-Jewish guests at our Sede/-table.  I
suspect  that  by  acting  in  this  way  we
not only engender respect but that this
helps to eliminate any anti-Semitism.

I  cannot  say  positively that there  is
no   anti-Semitism   in   the   Forces.   But
Can  anybody  be  sure  there  is  none  in
similar-sized organjsations such as the
Post   Office   or   London   Transport?
Anti-Semitic behaviour is  strictly  for-
bidden   within  the  military;   should  it
arise,  it  would  be  very  severely  pun-
ished.   A  young  Jewish  recruit  might
suf.fer  anti-Jewish  behaviour  but  any-
one  making  such  mischief would just
as likely pick on someone with a physi-
cal   defect   or   speech   impediment.
Without  doubt,  the  Services take  care
to ensure Jewish servicemen are treated
with the same respect as all other serv-
icemen.

In  twenty-seven  years  of service  I
have been at fifteen different units. One
effect  is  to  prevent  me  from  holding
any  major position  in  a  community.  I
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am an active sort of chap and like to get
involved  but  I  can  never  do  anything
that demands continuity, such as being
chairman,  treasurer  or  secretary.  And
even tasks I have undertaken have to be
on  the  strict  understanding  that  I  can-
not guarantee to be present at whatever
function  is  taking  place.  I  have  taken

part in fund-raising, welfare and social
work, sat on a rites and practices com-
mittee and been a council member and
lay  reader.  All  such  positions  are  fine
but there comes a time when the enthu-
siasm   wanes   and   pastures   new   are
needed.

Moving  around  as  we  do,  our chil-
dren have barely attended any cfeede;.,
just the  odd term  here and there.  This
has  forced  us  to  work  on  the  Jewish
education  ourselves  both  in  the  home
and   away   at   non-Jewish  -   indeed,
heavily  Christian-oriented -  boarding
school.   I  have  learned  how  to   /e,ve#
from  the   ro;.c7fe  and  how  to  read  the
I/cz//cz;-aft so that I could teach both my
son and daughter for their Bcz/./Bcz/#?z.fz-
vclrfe.   What   a   labour  of  love  this  has
been,   watching  young,   eager  minds
grasping  and  mastering  difficult  con-
cepts.  I have spent hours, j.oyfu] hours,
teaching them, being with them. I won-
der how  much  Jewish  parents  lose  by

placing their offspring in the charge of
a  Bcrr#7jtzvcrfe  teacher.   Both  our  chil-
dren keep strictly to their faith away at
school,  including the  dietary  laws  and
both had wonderful  Bcr;./Bcrf#7f./zva4 at
the Edgware Masorti  Synagogue.

One  thing,  though,   we   will   never
achieve. We have been members of ten
Srfeif/s  but  we  have  no  roots  in  any  of
them.   We  observe  people  who  have
been   members  all   their  lives   in   one
community,  who  enjoy  that  unspoken
communal bond that often shows up in
times  of  sorrow,  trouble  or  blessing.
This is something we will never know.
We can belong /o a community but we
will  never be  o/that  community.  Per-
haps the closest we came to this was in
York where we were members for two
periods   in   the   mid    1970s   and   late
l980s.  This  is  an  old  community  and
we organised all the events even to the
extent, for three years running, of turn-
ing   our   home    into    a    synagogue
complete   with     7o;.c7fe,   Sfeo/c7;.   and
A4crcfezorj.#7  so that the members could
celebrate the High Holydays. We even
had a  A4j.#j;o#  but the  hardest  part  for
me was learning how to blow the S4o-
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However, we in the Forces do have
two  wonderful  assets to  help  us  over-
come the lack of communal belonging.
One    is    the    peripatetic    Malcolm

Weisman,  Senior  Jewish  Chaplain  to
the   Forces.   The   other  is  the   Jewish
Committee  for  H  M  Forces  under  its
Chairman, George Gee, ably supported
by  Alfred  Dunitz,  the Treasurer.  Jew-
ish members of the  Forces can contact
this  Committee  at  any  time  about  any

problem and receive a helpful, sympa-
thetic   reply.   The   Committee   also

publishes,  twice  a  year,  the  magazine`Me#o;.c7A ' for Jewish  members of the

Forces.
The   flagship   event   is  the   annual

Moral   Leadership   Course   run   by
Malco]m  Weisman  at  the  RAF  Chap-
lains'   School,   Amport   House,   near
Andover.  Every  year,  we  enjoy  a  full
weekend  of orthodox  worship,  wide-
ranging  discussion  and  recharging  of
Jewish   batteries.   This   is   of  special
value  to  those   who  serve   in   remote

places where perhaps the last time they
saw a rorczfe was at the last weekend at
Amport. I cannot overstate the value of
this weekend to Jewish members of the
Forces.

Finally,  our  moving  around  has  al-
lowed us to be members of every part
of Anglo-Jewry.  I  think  we  have  col-
lected  the  set,  because  we  have  been
members  of Liberal  Sfetf/s  in  Notting-
ham  and  Hertsmere,  Reform  Sfeff/s  in
Leeds,   where  we   were   married  and
Maidenhead, the Masorti  Shul  in Edg-
ware,  where we are  still  members  and
orthodox    Sfei//s   in   York,   Berlin   and
now here  in  Oslo,  where  we presently
serve.  Everywhere,  we  have  been  ac-
cepted    readily    and    made    most
welcome. Masorti Judaism is where we
are happiest and we hope to settle near
a Masorti Stew/ when we eventually re-
tire from the Forces.

So, that is what life is like today for
us  in  the  Forces.   What  makes  Jews
join? I have no idea. What makes a Jew
a milkman? But I can say without hesi-
tation  that  it is  a  good  life  and  one  in
which a Jew can follow his faith if he is
prepared  to  work  at  it.   Being  at  the
serviceman end of the spectrum of ob-
servance  is  perhaps the  easy  way  out;
being as close as possible to the ortho-
dox  end is much more fulfilling in the
long run.

Wg  Cdr  Stephen  Griffiths  MBE  RAF  was
boi.n  in  1948  in  Wuppel.[al.  Wesl  Germany.  He
`\ias BaTTriitzrvah at the  Brenlhouse Road Syna-

gogue, Hackney. He joined the RAF direcl .i.I.om
school  as  a  pilo[  and  has  .flown  operationally
on  I/LIlcan  ail.cl.a./.l  and as  a .flying ins[I.uclor on
Biilldog  and  Jel  Provost  aircl.aft.  GI.ound  ap-

poin[men[s  have  included  sla.I.I o.ffilcer  tours  in
lhe  Minisll.}i  o.i De.i.ence,  London  c[nd  as  a  liai-
son  o.|`.|`lcel.  in  Bel.lin.  He is  cul.I.ently serving ai
a  NATO  Headqual.[ei.s  in  Oslo.
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THE NUN'S TALE
David Soetendorp

IT   HAS   BEEN    MY  CUSTOM
over the last few years to  spend a
few  days  in  September  with  my

friend  Mollie  on  the   Isle  of  Wight.
Mollie  is  a  deeply  religious  Catholic

grandmother.  She lives in a very large
house, full of character, right on top of
the  northern  beach  of the  island.  The
house has been  turned  into a religious
centre  where  people  of very  diverse
backgrounds  meet  for  study  and  dis-
cussion.  I  met  Mollie  nine  years  ago
when  she  invited  me to give a talk on
Judaism  to  an  inter faith  group  at  her
centre.   I  enjoyed  the  experience  and
was  happy  to  be  invited  back  regu-
larly. Over the years Mollie and I have
become good friends.

The High Holydays, Rosfe f/czsfecz#czfe
and yo" Kj.ppffr, require a great deal of
preparation,  especially  for  congrega-
tional   rabbis  like  me.   Consequently,
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many rabbis  make  it their business to
get away from their congregations for
a few days, in order to concentrate ex-
clusively   on   writing   High   Holyday
sermons.  For many  years  I,  too,  have
felt that  need.  Mollie's house  suits me
excellently as the place to start my ser-
mon  writing.

Just   sixty   miles   separate   Bourne-
mouth  from  the  Isle  of Wight but  last

year  it   seemed   impossible  to  bridge
that   distance.   I   had   arranged   with
Mollie that I would arrive on Monday.
Eventually it was only late on Tuesday
night that  I  arrived.

First there  was  a  death  in  the  com-
munity.  Only  after the  funeral,  which
was   scheduled  to  take   place   on   the
Monday,  followed  by   sfej.vczA  prayers
on the same evening, could I  leave for
the Isle of Wight.  I had made arrange-
ments   with   lay   readers   for    sAz.vcrfe

prayers for the remainder of the week.
Just  before  the  funeral,   I  broke  a

tooth. To get a dental appointment that
same day proved impossible.  So  I  had
to postpone  my trip  until  Tuesday  af-
ternoon. All these delays were starting
to make me feel agitated. What on earth
was  happening  to  my  preparation?   I
had a vision of standing in front of the
congregation   at   the   High   Ho]yday
services  with  not  one  single  sermon
written.   Tuesday   morning   my   tel-
ephone  rang;  the  layreader  who  had
agreed to  take the  sfe!.vczfe  prayers  that
evening, was no longer able to do so.  I
had to take the service

On Tuesday evening  I arrived at the
small  flat  for the  service.  Family  and
friends arrived to make up the A4z.#);a#
- the quorum of worshippers required
for  each   service.   Prayerbooks   were
opened and I was about to start when I
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was  called  to  the  telephone.   It  was
Ruth, my wife:  "Four people have ar-
rived to speak to the rabbi!". Following
the service, I would have to rush home.
Ruth  said,  "I  don't think that you  are
going  to  make   it  to  the  island  this
year!"   .

The service finished,  I took the first
available  taxi  home.  My  last  appoint-
ment that evening -it transpired -was
with a young couple from Portsmouth.
As our meeting came to an end, I had a
brainwave. The couple came from the
port from which I could catch a feny to
the Isle of wight. I asked them whether
they  could  give  me  a  lift to  the  Port-
smouth  ferry.  They  were  happy  to
comply.  So around ten I say good-bye
to  Ruth,  my  children  Naomi  and Joe]
and drive off into the night.

It is late. The last ferry for Ryde is
waiting by the quay.  I  am surprised at
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the  large  number  of  passengers  on
board, even at this hour. There is virtu-
ally  standing-room  only  on  the  felTy.
The  crossing of the  Solent takes only
twenty  minutes.  On  arrival  I  take  the
train  to  Ryde  esplanade.  Island  Rail-
ways    is    served    by    old    London
underground stock, providing the only
train  transport  for  the   loo,000  or  so
inhabitants of the island. One stop and
I  arrive  at  Ryde.  I  sling  my  bag  over
my shoulder and walk the last bit of the
journey to  Mollie's.  Pubs  are  closing.
There is hardly any traffic.  I  make my
way  uphill,  past  the'closed  shops  in
Ryde's   main   street   and   arrive   at
Mollie's at midnight.

Both Mollie and I are tired. We chat,
briefly,  before  bidding  each   other
"good-night".  Mollie  is  definitely  not

on  her own.  She  was  widowed  many
years ago.  But  she has  seven  children

who, together with her grandchildren,
keep her very busy.  Her eldest grand-
son  Orlando,  a  seventeen  year cjld,  is
staying  with  her.  And  her  eldest  son
Jonathan lives with his wife and young
son on the top floor of the house.

I  enter  my  room.  I  am  exhausted.
Looking around me I notice how much
the children who grew up in this house
have  left  their  imprint  on  the  room.
The  furniture  is  old.  One  of Mo]lie's
daughters is an artist and her paintings
hang on the walls.  I  look at the books
left behind  when the children  left the
parental  home.  Quite  a  few  are  reli-
gious books. This is, after all, a deeply
religious, Catholic household. I put my
bag down. Picking up a book to read, I
reflect on the fact that despite her deep
commitment to Catholicism, the basis
of  our  friendship  has  always  been

Continued on next page
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Mollie's undogmatic and sensitive ap-

proach  to  religion.  I  unpack  and  look
at  the  books  which   I  have  brought.
They  are  books  which  I  need  for  my
sermon writing, my principal preoccu-
pation over the next few days. I look at
the   outline   of  an   article   on   Anglo~
Jewry.  I hope to finish this during my
stay  here  as  well.  I  look  at  the  partly
completed manuscript of my book on
the experience of children of Holocaust
survivors. It makes me tensejust think-
ing about the  amount of work  I  have.
What on earth do I hope to achieve in a
mere three or four days here?

I  listen  to  the  silence  of a  particu-
larly  tranquil  island.  It  is  a  full  moon
which   makes  the   night   remarkably
bright. That in turn, keeps me awake. It
does  not  bother  me.  Thinking  about
my  commitments,  I  feel  moved to get
on with some work. I am overcome by
a  feeling  of expectation  and a  feeling
of readiness for all sorts of experiences
and impressions. The whole household
in  this  large,  hospitable  home  is  now
fast  asleep.  Soon,  the  deep  silence  of
the night helps me to drop off.

When  I come down to breakfast the
next  morning,   I   notice  that  Orlando
has already left for school. Mollie is in
the  mood  for  talking  and  so  we  chat
over  breakfast  about  all   manner  of
things,  especially  about  each  other's
principal    preoccupations.    Mollie
speaks  about the  Carmelite  nuns  who
have  built  a  shrine  on  the  site  of the
Auschwitz concentration  camp  in  Po-
land.  The  Jewish  world  is  in  uproar
because of what the nuns are doing and
because  the  nuns  refuse  to  move  the
shrine  to  another  location.  The  nuns
want  to  stay  on  at  Auschwitz  to  pray
for peace and forgiveness. The contro-
versy is based on the fact that most of
the  victims  in  Auschwitz  were  Jews.
Last month I had condemned the nuns'
attitude   and  protested   against  their
presence. "They have an obligation to
leave the memory of the victims of the
Holocaust alone",  I  had  said;  "During
the  war  Jews  needed  protection  from
their enemies.  But in their time of cri-
sis,  only  a handful  of. people  stood by
them. What is the benefit of these nuns'
prayers  now,  so  many  years  after the
war, now that it is too late?"

I  thought that  I  had preached rather
well  that  Saturday  morning.  That  is,
until,  during the  k!.c}difsfe  afterwards,  a
member  of the  congregation  came  to
tell   me;   "Such   earth-shaking   things
have  happened   in  the  Jewish  world
over the  last  few  decades.  Should  we
really allow ourselves to get so worked
up  about  the  prayers  of  a  few  well-
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intentioned nuns?"  Listening to him,  I
felt  rather  silly.  I  felt  even  more  de-
jected when I came home to hear Ruth
tell me that she, too, was far from con-
vinced  by  my  arguments!  Now  I  am
listening to  wihat  Mollie  has to  say to
me: "The Jewish people misunderstand
why the shrine is important for Catho-
lics.    Praying   for   the   peace   and
forgiveness  of the souls of those  who
died  is  an  important  obligation  in  our
religion.  To dedicate  our lives to this,
as the nuns are doing in  Auschwitz,  is
the best a Catholic can give of him or
her self."

The conversation with Mollie makes
me feel  confused.  I  decide to go for a
walk before sitting down to work. The
main shopping street, so deserted when
I  walked  through  it  last  night,  js  now
busy.   I   buy   a  few  things  which   1'11
need in the next few days -ink, paper
and  tobacco.  Back  in  the  house  I  put
my shopping down and sigh.  I  cannot
postpohe  the  evil  hour  any  longer.   I
must make a start on my work.

Taking as my starting point the  ro-
rah rca.ding For  Rosh  Hashanah, I am
trying  hard  to  conjure  up  for  myself
the picture of the tragic Abraham who
knows he must obey God's command
and  of the  tragic  Isaac  who  does  not
understand   what   is   happening  but
senses that something of awesome di-
mensions is about to be done to him.  I
look   up   the   various   commentaries
which draw the attention of. the reader
to the fact that nothing is written in the
Bible about the three days of Abraham
and lsaac's journey to  Mount  Moriah.
I  feel  empathy  for  Abraham  and  for
Isaac  going   on   that   fateful  journey.
Abraham  has  suffered  so  much  hard-
ship  in his life and  now he is to suffer
the most cruel  fate of all, the  sacrifice
of his only son. And what about Isaac?
How  is   Isaac  to  understand  what  is
about  to  happen  to  him?  How  is  he
going to make sense of what his father
is about to do -to sacrifice his own son
as  a peace  offering to God?  Abraham
carried  such   a  heavy  burden  on  the
journey  to   Mount   Moriah.   He   must
have been utterly silent, wrapped up in
himself  throughout  that  horrendous
three dayjourney. Was Abraham's ex-
perience not analogous to that of Jewish
parents during the second World War?
Like Abraham before them, they went
through the tragedy of having to let go
of their children on the way to the con-
centration camps.

I  stir  from  my  work.  While  I  have•been immersed in my reading, writing

notes,  smoking,  the  child  upstairs  has
been coughing a lot.  I take my pipe out

of my mouth, look at it and think: "My
smoking is certainly not doing the child
any good!„

Then my thoughts turn to the child's
parents.  A few years ago their daugh-
ter,  only  three  years  of age,  died  of
cancer.  With  great  courage  they  had
come  to  terms  with  their grief.  Then
their son was born. All was well, until
he  developed  breathing  difficulties.  I
knock the tobacco out of my pipe. Am
I   mad?   How  dare   I   smoke   in  this
house? What an imposition to place on
people  who  take  me  into their home.
While throwing my tobacco in the rub-
bish  bin,  I  think  of Ruth,  Naomi  and
Joel,  who  constantly  complain  about
my smoking. That realisation alone  is
sufficient  ground to  give  up  smoking
for good.  After twenty-seven years of
non-stop  smoking,  I  have  run  out  of
reasons for carrying on with the habit
and I  stop.

Towards  the  end  of the  afternoon,
when  I  have worked so long and hard
that I can hardly focus my eyes on the
words in the book which I am reading,
I  decide  to  go  for  a  walk  along  the
island's northern coastline.  In Septem-
ber there  are  still  quite  a  few  tourists
around. In a typically English way, this
is  a  very  beautiful  island,  a  light  yel-
low  beach   contrasting  with  the   sea
which  changes  colour,  depending  on
the   sunlight's   strength.   One   is   sur-
rounded on all  sides by green hills.

I sit down on a bench by the beach to
look at Portsmouth Harbour across the
Solent,  a city with tall buildings and a
busy   industrial   complex.   Only   nine
miles separate Portsmouth from the is-
land. And yet it is so different from the
Isle of Wight, peaceful and quaint and
quite  old-fashioned.  The  island  has  a
definite   1950s   feel   about   it.   On   the
way back to Mollie's house  I  am star-
tled out of my introspection. My Zj.ppczfe
has  been   attracting  the   attention   of
holiday  makers.  I  am  quite  sure that  I
am  the  only  Jew  in  this  neighbour-
hood. Three men, the worse for drink,
stare  at  me  from  their  bench  by  the
path.  I  am  shaken  by  the  hostility  on
their faces. I hear one of them call out,
"Oh   no,   not  another  Moishe  in   our

midst!" A shiver goes down my spine.
I   personally  rarely   experience   such
overt  anti-Semitism.   But  whenever  I
do come across  it,  I  am  shocked. The
incident has made me feel exposed and
vulnerable.  I cany on walking.

In the middle of that night, I wake.  I
feel  tense.  What Mollie told me in the
morning keeps going round and round
in  my  head:  "Jews  do  not  understand
what is so very important for us Catho-
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]ics..."  "The  best  we  can  give  of our-
selves..."  In  the  darkness  of the  night
what comes to the surface of my mind
is  what  I  should  have  tak.en  into  con-
sideration before delivering the sermon
on  the  subject  of the  Carme]ite  nun-
nery  on  the  site  of Auschwitz.  It was
Catholics who saved Abba,  /mmcr and
my brother Awraham's lives during the
war.   How  could   I   forget   ,4bbcr  and
/#!mcz's  stories  about  hiding  froin  the
Gestapo during the war? They had told
their children time and again how they
found a refuge in  hiding on  a farm  in
Catholic North Brabant, in the south of
Holland.  A  strict Catholic had offered
to look after Awraham  in Ge]der]and,
in Holland's midlands. He went to stay
with the  family  in  1943  and  spent the
remainder  of the  war  with  them.  He
called  his  foster  mother  A4loeke,  little
mother. She loved him as her own son.
How   impertinent   of  me   to   attack
Catholics in the way I had done in that
Sabbath  sermon  about  the  Carmelite
nuns  in  Auschwitz.  Could  I  really  not
remember the debt of gratitude which
my family owed to Catholics?

The next morning I decide to go for
a walk -,not just a walk around Ryde
but  a  proper  ramble  into  the  Isle  of
Wight  countryside.  When  staying  on
the   Island  over  the  last  few  years  I
have  been  far  too  preoccupied  with
writing  sermons  to  think  about  going
for  walks.  After breakfast  I  leave  for
the small Ryde railway station. I notice
that a large group of holiday-makers is
waiting for the train to the Portsmouth
ferry.  I  buy a ticket for the journey to
the  last  but  one  stop:  Shankhill.  The
train  takes  me,  together  with  a  mere
handful   of  passengers,   on   a   trip
through  the   lsland's  most  beautiful
scenery. "This is madness",  I think, "I
have so much work to get on with and
here   I   am   wasting  time   going   on  a
ramble!" Arriving at  Shankhill,  I  walk
downhill  to  the  promenade.   I  pass  a
Catholic  church.  Its  door  is  open  and,
driven   by   an   impulse,   I   enter.   The
church   is  empty  and,   in  the  silence
which  envelops  me,   I  sit  down  on  a
bench   and  look   around  as   if  I   have
entered  foreign  territory.  The  church
has nothing whatsoever to do with my
background,  my  religion,  my  life  ex-
perience. The thoughts I had last night
about   Abbcz,   /mH2cr   and   Awraham   in
hiding come to the surface of my mind.
The three of them must have felt alien
in.this  sort  of environment  and  yet,  it
was  precisely  in  such  an  environment
that  they  found  refuge.  A  refuge  of-
fered them by Catholics who put their
own lives at risk for theirs.
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This  is  a  time  for  prayer.   I  recite
Psalm  23,  a  psalm  which  has  always
had a profound meaning for my fam-
ily,  a  psalm  for  support  in  times  of
danger.   It  refers  to  crossing  through
the  most  dangerous  situations,   una-
fraid,  because  of God's  presence  and
shelter. Then I recite a prayer for peace,
for understanding, for redemption, for
whomever  is  in  need.  Time  to  go,  to
proceed with my walk.  I go to the bot-
tom  of the  hi]]  and  follow the  coastal
route  before  I  board  the  train  which
takes me back to Ryde.

That  afternoon,   I   try  to  do  some
work on my  Rosh  Hashanah eve se;r-
mon.  I have the greatest of difficulties
in   concentrating  on   my   work.   I   am
playing  around  with  all  sorts  of ideas
but  nothing  works.  All  this  is  making
me feel tense. Nanda and her son come
downstairs to go on some errand. I look
out of the window, at the two of them
getting  into  the  car.  Looking  at  them
now  I  think:  what  a  happy,  carefree
sight,  a  young  mother  and  her  child
getting  into a  car.  I  know that the  im-
pression  is  deceptive.  As  the  two  of
them drive off, I muse that it is so easy
and,  at the same time,  so wrong to be
deceived by first impressions.

Because  I  am not making any head-
way with my sermon writing,  I decide
to have a look at the rough draft of my
manuscript  on  the  experience  of the
children of Holocaust survivors, in the
hope of finding inspiration to do more
work on this project. I read the passage
about  my  youth   in   Israel,  about  the
large, white house in Jerusalem where
we  lived.  That  house,  was  it  not built
next to a nunnery? Yes it was!  A high,
thick  wall  separated  our  back  garden
from  the  nunnery  garden.  That  wall
intrigued Bentsion, my brother and me.

We   invented   a   game.   We  would
fetch  a  chair,  then  take  turns  to  stand
on  it,  trying  to  look  over  the  wall.  If
one of these women, dressed in black,
entered  the  garden,  your  life  was  in
danger. The game turned into a kind of
children's   "Russian   Roulette".   We
children were obsessed with the dif`fer-
ences between the nuns and ourselves.
As Jewish children, living in Israel, we
did  not  quite  understand  what  "non-
Jewish" meant because we met so few
non-Jews.  But  people  who  were  non-
Jewish,   dressed   in   black,   hiding
secretively  behind  a  high,  thick  wall,
that  meant  danger,  a  terrible  threat  to
uS.

One  afternoon  the  four  Soetendorp
children  went  to  the  local  cinema  to
watch  the  Walt  Disney  film  of Snow
White and the Seven  Dwarfs. The sin-

ister witch in the film terrified us. Her
cruel face, sharp nails and black cloak
filled  us  with  horror.  It  goes  without
saying  that,  from  that  afternoon  on-
ward,     Bentsion     and     I     became
convinced  that  those  nuns  who  were
living such a secretive life, hidden be-
hind   the   high,   thick   walls   of  the
nunnery,  dressed  in  black,   were,   in
fact,  witches.  That  conviction  added
spice to our game, turned it into some-
thing  far  more  intriguing  and,  at  the
same time, dangerous.

I am shaken out of my reminiscences
by a phone call.  It is  Ruth:  "Your sis-
ter,  Leah  is  coming  to  Bournemouth.
She  will   arrive  just  before   Sfec!bbcz/.
She']1   be   with   us  when  you   return
home  from  the  Isle  of Wight".  I  am
delighted.  Now  more  than  ever,  now
that  I  am  so preoccupied with  memo-
ries of my youth, I long to speak to my
sister.

Later that evening I read part of the
manuscript  of  my  book  to  Mollie.   I
translate it from Dutch into English for
her.  Mol]je  is  pleased  that  I  seem  to
have  found  the  words  to  express  the
experiences   of  my   youth.   But   she
refuses to reveal her own thoughts and
feelings. After all, this is an account of
my personal  experiences.

Later,  I  am assailed by the memory
of a frightening dream which I used to
have repeatedly in those days in Jeru-
salem. I havejumped over the nunnery
wall.   I  walk  for  quite  a  while  in  the
very green,  grassy garden beyond the
wall,  keeping  a  watchful  eye  out  for
the appearance of any witches, dressed
in  black.  Then,  suddenly,  there  they
are, lots and lots of them coming at me
from  all   directions.   I   am  terrified.   I
want to run back to the wall, jump back
over  it,  returning  to  the  safety  of my
own  home and garden.  But  I  am para-
lysed.  Glued  to  the  ground  I  shut  my
eyes  as  the  witches  come  closer  and
closer to me.  I  would always wake up
from that dream, wet with perspiration
and with a "made it just in time" feel-
ing.

The   way   in   which   these   dreams
came  to  an   end   is  interesting.   One
night,  paralysed  by  fear  once  again,
with the witches approaching me from
all  sides,  I  did  not close my eyes  and,
instead,  looked the witches straight in
the  eyes.  They  were  smiling  and,  at
once, they stopped having such terrify-
ing  associations  for  me.  They  turned
into beautiful women, with red mouths
and loving eyes. That night  I  woke up
feeling astonished rather than anxious.
I   remember  something  else.   I   had

Continued on next page
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turned  into  a  man  who  could  outface
any  threat  which  came  his  way.  Is  it
possible  that  in  my  early  childhood  I
already  had  an  awareness  that  there
would come a time when I would have
the  strength  to  face  up  to  my  worst
fears?

Waking   up  this   morning,   I   con-
ceived   of  a  good  idea  for  a    Rosfe
I/asfecr#afe  eve  sermon:  Why  not  turn
the sermon into a kind oftravel journal
of the past year?  I  now want to spend
the  morning working on an outline of
the sermon.  Having just finished writ-
ing  the   outline,   I   am   called  to  the
telephone  again.   It  is  Leah!   She  has
managed to arrive earlier than she had
told us at the beginning of the week.

I am struck by the irony of the situa-
tion in which I now find myself. Of the
six  sermons  which  I  am  expected  to
deliver  during  the   High   Ho]ydays,   I
have  only  been  able  to  complete  one
and a half. And yet I feel I have learned
a  great  deal.  Now  it  is  time  to  go.  I
pack, tidy the room. At the door Mollie
is  waiting  to  say  "good-bye"  to  me.
She  is  smiling.  I  have seen  that  smile
and  the  warm  expression  in  Mollie's
eyes   before.   That   is  how  the   nun
looked  at  me  in  the  dream  in  Jerusa-
lem.

Walking into my home,  I  find Leah
and  Naomi   cooking   in  the  kitchen.
Leah hasjust finished baking the apple
pie  which  I  remember  so  well  from
/mma's   cooking.   Naomi   is   serving
chicken  soup,  which  she  cooked  ac-
cording  to  Ruth's  recipe.  I  kiss  Leah
and her daughter, Chanitah. Ruth lights
the  candles and we  all join  in  singing
the  traditional  songs  and  reciting  the.
prayers for the Sabbath.  Hearing Leah
joining in this ceremony which I share
every week with Ruth,.Naomi and Joel,
makes me think back to the Friday eve-
nings  of  our  childhood  in  Jerusalem
and Amsterdam.

Ruth is crying. Looking at Leah and
me  must  have  reminded  her  of how
small  the  extended  Soetendorp  family
really  is.  Ruth  must  have  been  struck
by  the  tragedy  of  my  family  back-
ground:  growing  up,  like  Dutch  Jews
after the  war,  in  small  families  which
are  made  up  of  Holocaust  survivors.
Ruth  empathises  with  the  collective
tragedy of continental, post-war Jewry.

Leah and I stay behind in the kitchen
and  chat.  After  we  have  been  gossip-
ing for a while,  I think that the time is
right  to  discuss  with  her  the  manu-
script  of my  book  on  the  experiences
of the children of Holocaust survivors.
She  is the only one of my family with
whom  I  have the  opportunity to  share
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my thoughts about my book.
I  read the  chapter which  deals  with

the  complexities  for  the  Soetendorp
children   of  having   friendships   with
non-Jews. We were always brought up
by our parents to be suspicious of non-
Jews, because we could never be sure
if the non-Jews who lived in our vicin-
ity  had  been   collaborators  with  the
Nazi  authorities  or  not.  When  I  have
finished reading the  story,  Leah  says.
"Could  I suggest an alternative way of

tackling this topic?" I am not sure what
Leah  is  trying  to  say.   She  explains:
``David,  I  would like to get through to

you that we Jews are not the only ones
in Holland who are scarred by the war.
Let me tell you a tale which will  make
it all clear to you.  I am leaving you this
story as my present to you."

"It  must  have  been  over  ten  years

ago, when I  was still living in Amster-
dam, that I met a young man who told
me something which left a lasting im-

pression on me. He said: ``The Jews of
Holland have suffered terribly as a re-
sult  of war.  And  yet,  you  are  by  no
means  the  only  ones  who  were  left
wounded  by the  war".  "I  was  furious
because of what he said and was about
to   hit   him",   Leah   says,   "when   he
blurted out:  "Please give  me a chance
to explain myself, let me tell you about
my family background.  I was born to-
wards  the  end  of the  war.  My  father
was a wartime collaborator and for the
first  few years of my  life,  he  was  ab-
sent.   In  prison.   I   grew   up   with  the
knowledge that my  father had been  a
traitor to his country.  I  never had any
friends.  If I  entered  someone's  home
and  introduced  myself,  as  soon  as  I
mentioned my name,  I  was told:  "Get
out of my house!" I was always lonely.
No one wanted to have anything to do
with  me.  Sometimes  I  felt  hatred  for
my  father.   But  when   I  grew  lip  my
attitude changed. "What useful purpose
is  served  by  all  this  anger and  hatred
for my father? The past is the past, my
rage  is   not  going  to   undo  that...But
how  can  I  live  in  peace  with  a  father
for whom  I  feel  nothing but contempt
and bitterness?"

"I  didn't  know  how  to  respond  to

what the young man hadjust told me",
says Leah, "We were brought up with
the constant repetition of what our en-
emies  had  done  to  us  and  how  much
they  made  us  suffer.  This  young  man
had nothing to comfort him, nothing to
fall   back   on   in   his   personal   back-

ground.    It   was   a   background   of
bottomless shame and loneliness."

She  is  tired.  It  is  time  to  go  to  bed.
After she has left,  I  stay behind think-

ing  of Abba  and  /mmai.  Could  I  ever
imagine  what  it  would  feel  like  to  be
ashamed of them, because of their war
background?

The bitter legacy of the war weighs
very  heavily  on  me  at  this  moment.
This  legacy  of  countless  people  and
lives  destroyed  in  so  many  different
ways. My reflections, on this silent au-
tumnal  night,  make  me  more  aware
than  ever before of the totality of the
tragic   harvest   of   the    war...And
then...then  I start to understand some-
thing  about  those  Carmelite  nuns  in
Auschwitz  and  why  they  felt  com-
pelled to build their convent on the site
of the  concentration  camp.  The  nuns
have  dedicated  their  lives  to  salvage
something  out   of  that  horrendous
place, to come up with something no-
ble,  out  of  that  pit  of  unspeakable
iniquity.

Perhaps  the  nuns  are  misguided  in
what they hope to achieve and demon-
strate  crass  insensitivity  towards  the
feelings of Jewish Holocaust survivors.
But  on  the  other  hand,  are  we  Jews
right when we react to them with such
utter unwillingness to understand what
they hope to achieve with their attempt
to  make  something good come  out of
the tragedy of Auschwitz?

Before I retire for the night, I check
my  notes  for the  next  morning's  ser-
mon. I know what I am going to preach
about.  I  am going to preach about my
experiences  on  the  Isle  of Wight  and
my new understanding of the Carmelite
nuns in Auschwitz.

Putting  my  notes  away,  a  curious
thought strikes me. The non-Jews who
saved Abba,  /mmcz  and Awraham cer-
tainly acted with determination and did
something tangible and good. As a re-
sult  of  their  courageous  stand,  they
made  it  possible  for  Holocaustosurvi-
vors  to  come  out  of the  war  without
their faith  in the ultimate goodness of
man  being  altogether  shattered.   Be-
cause   of  the   courage   and   integrity
which  they  demonstrated  in  the  dark-
ness  of  the  war  years,  thousands  of
parents   like   Abbcr    and   /"mcr   could
bring up their children with a remnant
of  faith  in  the  future,  a  remnant  of
conviction in the ultimate goodness of
manl
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NEWVIEWS
Helen Freeman

I:;n:k::hg::a::1t¥e*o:s:hgs,:e:-;flep:
from the United States. This book cor-
rects  that  misapprehension.   It  shows
that  a  great  deal  of  creative  thought
comes  from  this  country.  Alix  Pirani,
the editor, explains in her introduction
that the  Goddess  is eminently local  in
her  manifestations  and  so  she  sought
out British and European writers.

It   is  an   important  book  at  a  time
when the church is struggling with the
implications   of  womens'   ordination
and  the  Chief  Rabbi  has  instituted  a
review of the role of women as part of
the Decade of Renewal.
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The Absent Mother
Restoring the Goddess to JLidaism

and Christianity,
edited by Alix Pirani -

Collins,1991,  272pp.,  £7.99p.b.

The  dif.ficulty  that  Jews  find  in  the
use   of  "Goddess   language"   is   ex-
pressed in a thoughtful article by Jenny
Goodman.  She  does  not  dismiss  peo-

ple's fear of change but she points out
that  the  feminine  is  not  missing  from
the Divine, only from the language we
use to refer to the Divine.

There   is   a   trend   amongst   some
women to  use  feminine  names  for the
Divine,  such  as   Cfeo4A#2czfe,  the  Wis-
dom   referred   to   in   the   book   of
Proverbs,    or      Sfeek4z.#crfe,    the    in-
dwelling  presence  which   was  often

personified  as  female  in  mystical  lit-
erature. That is an extremely attractive
trend  in  some  ways,  as  it  provides  a

counterbalance  to  the  patriarchal  lan-
guage   of  traditional   Jewish   prayer.
However,  Jenny Goodman shows that
even then we have to be careful  not to
confuse  the  part  with  the  whole  and
reject the experience of God described
in  the  language  of the   rorc!fe  and  the
prophets.

That commendable caution is not al-
ways  evident  elsewhere  in  the  book.
For  example,   the   introduction   links
S4e4fej.#czfe  with Lilith, the first Eve,  in
rather a  simplistic  fashion  and the  in-
teresting  historical   survey  relies  too
much on creative conjecture to be con-
vincing.    In    doing    so   the    writer
Asphodel   Long  refers  to  the  source
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material  provided  by  Raphael  Patai's
book  "The  Hebrew  Goddess"  whi\ch
also  makes too many leaps of faith to
be a reliable witness.

However,   I   have  found  Asphodel
Long's work on Cfeo44#2afe in the wis-
dom literature and the apocryphal book
of Solomon  to be  a  great personal  in-
spiration to my own  study.  She shows
convincingly the relationship between
Cfeokfemczfe   and   the   ancient   wisdom

goddesses  such  as  lsis  and  Maat.  The
independence and power of cfeo44mczfe
in these texts suggest a solution to the

question  of  how  Judaism   flourished
without  a  recognition  of the  feminine
aspect of the Divine.

Sadly, that important recognition of
the  feminine  archetype  was  lost  after
the  time  of Philo,  who  subsumed  the
feminine    Crfeo4fe#7cz4   into  the   accept-
ably  masculine  concept  of the  Logos.
Early #2;.c7;.crsfej.#3 such as the Sifre iden-
tified Cfeo4A#7c!fe with the rorafe and so
mitigated  the  effect  of  the  feminine
aspect  of the  Divine.  Philo's  concept
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of the Logos was also extremely influ-
ential   in   the   early   church,   which
identified it with the masculine person
of Jesus  and  so  lost  any  sense  of the
feminine aspect of wisdom.

Alix  Pirani,  the  editor of this  fasci-
nating  book,  provides  a  step  towards
the future development of Jewish femi-
nist  theology   in   this   country   in   her
article   "Creations  of  the   Goddess."
Many  of the  ideas  that  she  higmghts
have   also   emerged   from  the   Half-
Empty Bookcase, the Jewish Women's
Study Network originally sponsored by
the  Women  in  the  Rabbinate  Group.
There is a feeling that the Goddess or
the  Sfee44z.#czfe  or  the  feminine  aspect
of the Divine, however we wish to de-
scribe her, is pointing the way towards
a  new  understanding  of God  and  our
worship. The feminine in the Divine is
not  about  power  or  hierarchy:  she  is
about  relatedness  and  empowerment.
That has important implications for the
future of the Jewish community. If we

Confirmed on next page
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no  longer  see  God  as  the  masculine
King  of  Kings  who  rules  the  world
according to  His will  but rather as the
many-faceted  power  who  is  our part-
ner  in  perfecting  the  world,  then  the
rabbi and the community immediately
take on a different pattern.

The   most   obvious   initial   stage,
which   we   have   already   embarked
upon, is the development of the liturgy
to reflect this broader understanding of
God.   As  a  new  phase  in  the  Jewish
relationship  with  God,  it  is  somewhat
tentative and experimental  and creates
anxiety  by  moving  us  away  from  the
comforting   liturgical   language   with
which  we have grown  up.  The  extent
of the anxiety reveals how far we have
to go in dismantling the image of God
as   masculine.   But,   for  example,   by
translating   the   Tetragrammaton   as
Eternal  One,  rather than  Lord,  we are
closer  to  the   Hebrew  and  avoid  the
offence of visualising the unknowable
God as part of a masculine hierarchy.

The  second  stage  will  be  when  the
new  understanding of God brought to
us by Jewish feminist theology enables
us  to  rethink  our  relationships  to  the
sacred text and to the holy community.
The  feminine  aspect  of God,  whether
we r\ame her Shekhinah or Chokhmah,
is   not   fixed   and  prescriptive,   she  is
creative and accepting of struggle and
journey.  She  will  enable  us  to  move
away  from  the  straitjacket  of funda-
mentalism   and   authority   towards   a
more   personal   relationship   with   the
text.  The   rorczfe  was  identified  in  the
mz.c7rasrfe  with  the  Wisdom  which  pre-
existed the world. The famous passage
in  Proverbs 8  on  which this #7z.c/;-crsfe  is
based talks about Wisdom playing be-
fore  God  and  being  daily  all  delight.
That opens a whole new vista of possi-
ble relationships with the ro;.cz4, not as
a fixed and immutable text declared by
an authoritative figure to a passive con-
gregation  but  as  an  inspiration  to  all
Jews,  male  and  female  -  something
that  we  can  wrestle  with  together  to
help  our  spiritual   development.  That
view of 7orczfe helps rabbis influenced
by Jewish feminist theology to see reli-

gion not as an authoritarian system that
inculcates  guilt  and  feelings  of inad-
equacy and failure but rather as a way
to  an  accepting  God,  who  is motherly
as  well  as  fatherly,  who  cherishes  the
fact that we can grow through our fail-
ures as well as our successes.

The  tangible  result  is  that  at  least
one   woman   rabbi   in  this   country   is
veering  away  from   sermons  and  to-
wards     discussions.      Others     are
organ.ising   Rosh  Chodesh  groups  For
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women,  which  meet  to  celebrate  the
new month,  a festival that was always
particularly  special  for women.  There
is  a  recognition  that  the   7orczA  is  the
heritage   of  all   the   congregation   of
Israel and notjust a rabbinic elite. That
leads to  a  closer relationship  between
the community and the sacred text, al-
lowing  more people to be  involved  in
leading   services   and   the   ritual   sur-
rounding  the  scroll   itself.   Many  find
such   an   experience   extraordinarily
moving,  particularly  those  who  have
lived their lives with the assumption as
women, that they had no right to come
close to the Sle/er rorczA . Their reaction
to  the  numinosity  of  the  experience
can,  in turn,  be  inspiring to  rabbis  for
whom such a privilege is a regular oc-
currence.

Jewish  feminism   would  see  every
Jew's  struggle  to  relate  to  God  as  a
valid part of Jewish experience. There
is   no  unspoken   hierarchy  depending
on  an   individual's  status  or  Hebrew
knowledge or gender. There is no pos-
sibi]ity  of living  vicariously,  one  Jew
being  observant  on  behalf of another.
Once that message becomes widely ac-
cepted it has important implications for
the  future  in  terms  of Jewish  educa-
tion.  No  man  or  woman  should  feel
comfortable in forsaking the right to be
involved in decision-making for her or
his    community.    Adult    education
should  become  ever  more  a  way  to
enfranchise every Jew as part of a `holy
congregation'.

But for that to happen, the life expe-
riences    of   all    members    of   that
congregation  should be  made  holy  by
the  creation  and  use  of Jewish  rituals
and  prayers.  That  is  why  many  of the
women in the rabbinate, as well  as our
male  colleagues,  are  interested  in  the
creation of new rituals and prayers. We
need to regain the creativity of the early
rabbis which enabled them to start new
rituals   such   as   the   lighting   of  the
Sfeczbbcz/  candles  and  accompany  that
by    a    blessing    ending    with    the
formula.."Who   sanctified   us  by   his
commandments and commanded us to
kindle the Sabbath lights."

One  step  is  to  rewrite  blessings  to
make them  more  inclusive.  This stage
has   already  taken   place   within   the
Reconstructionist   liturgy   which   con-
tains such blessings as

"As  we  bless  the  source  of life,  so

we are blessed."
The next stage is to create new ritu-

als  to  sanctify  those  moments  in  life
when  human  beings  need  the  support
of  their  tradition.   For  example,   one
woman  rabbi   has  already  created   a

whole new liturgy to be used upon the
death  of an  infant.  Others  are  writing
prayers to cope with such diverse life-
cycle events as miscarriage, bringing a
baby  girl  into  the  covenant  commu-
nity,  children. leaving  home,   divorce
and retirement.

One of the most comforting features
of the  Sfee4fe!.#czA  depicted  in  Rabbinic
literature  was  that  she  was  frequently
portrayed as accompanying the people
into  exile.  Wherever the people  went,
the Sfeekfez.#czfe went with them.  One of
my hopes  for the future  is that an  ac-
ceptance  of  that  part  of  the  Divine
image will enable Jewish communities
to accept those who have felt in  exile
from them. Those who feel  exiled be-
cause  of their  circumstances  or  their
status   or  their   need   for  alternative
means  of worship.  The  Jewish  com-
munity today  is  all  too  masculine  and
hierarchical,   all   too   bound  by   law
rather than  compassion.  A  revision  of
the  Divine  image  would  redress  that
balance and allow many Jews to come
back  from exile.  Some of that need  is
already being addressed by the innova-
tive  community,  Beit  Klal  Yisrael  in
North Kensington, London, which has
provided a Jewish home for many who
have  felt  disappointed  and  unfulfil]ed
by  their own  previous  experiences  of
the   conventional   synagogue.   Sadly,
many communities sti]]  fail  miserably
to welcome those who are divorced or
gay  or  mentally  ill.  But the  Sfee4fez.#czfe
accepts  all  Jews  and  so,  perhaps,  can
teach  us all  her compassion.

Feminist theology has both theoreti-
cal     and     practical     implications.
Theology could be transformed and re-
deemed  by  our  new  vision   of  God,
Jewish community life could be much
more creative once it becomes empow-
ering rather than hierarchical. And our
everyday  lives  could  be  changed  by
our   acceptance   of  the    Sfeekfez.#czfe 's
compassion towards all things.

This  book,  "The  Absent  Mother",
can begin the process of inspiring us to
change  our  views  and  our  communi-
ties.  I hope that it will  inspire others to
re-examine  Judaism  from  a  feminist

perspective  and  that  their  work  will
help  bring   exiled  Jews   back   to   the
communityl

Rabbi  Helen  Freeman  /.s  //7e  wssoc/.fl/e  ;.abbf.
al   lhe   Lil)eral   Jewish   Synagogue.   SI   Jol.n's
Wood,  London.  OI.iginally  [rained  as  (i  speech
lhel.apis[,   sl.e   I.e[ains   an   interest   in   medical
elhics.   Her   I.abbinical   thesis   was   a   s[iidy   o.I.
Shekhinah  /.M  ca7./.tJ  rc7bb/.«/.a  midrashim.  S^c
is  the Convenor o.rthe  Women  in  the  Rabbinale
G,-ol,p.
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EL±
Friday  15 -SLlhday  17 April
`WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY IN
CHLJRCH AND SYNAGOGUE'

Led by
Rabbi Racliel Montagu

Rev Ahgela Berbers-Wjls®n
Friday 4 - Sunday 6 November

`|EWISH-CHRISTIAN TEXT STUDY'
With

Fr Gordian Marsl.all OP
and a team of Jewish and Christian scholars

Friday 25 - Sunday 27 November
`lNTERIFAITH WORSHIP'

World Congress of Faiths Armual Conference
With

Rev Marcus Braybrooke
and Jean Potter

Further. 1nfiollnatlon fi.om:
Mrs Esther Robinson, Course Secretary

Tl)e Ammer'dowh Centre
Radstock, Bath BA3  5SW . Tel.  0761  433709
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Israel Ben Yosef

HEBREW  LITERATURE  IS
considered  by  many  diaspora
Jews as a bridge between them

and  Israel.  Names  of authors  such  as
Amos Oz and A.B. Yehoshuah in prose
and Yehuda Amichai in poetry, are fa-
miliar  and  their  books  are  well  read.
These  books  convey  the  message  of
the   Israeli  experience  which  is,  to  a
large degree, at variance with the Jew-
ish   experience   outside   Israel.   One
cause  for  this  difference  stems  from
the way that the Israeli author relates to
the  Jewish  tradition.  The  following  is
an  attempt to  examine the  attitude to-
wards this tradition as it is expressed in
Israeli  poetry.   Since  the  roots  of the
present  are  in  the  past,  one  ought  to
begin   with  earlier  stages  of  Hebrew
writing.

Until  the  end  of the  Middle  Ages -
which occurred in Judaism only in the
16th century -Hebrew poetry was pre-
dominantly,   though   not   exclusively,
religious.  Since the beginning of bibli-
cal  poetry,  two  and  a  half  millennia
earlier,  the  Hebrew  poet  represented
and presented  the Jewish  faith  and  its
traditions. When modernity entered the
Jewish  street  and  the  Jewish  home,  it
changed  both  the  Jewish  way  of life
and  Hebrew  poetry.   With  the  years,
Hebrew  poetry,  which  was  written  in
Europe  in the  18th  and  l9th  centuries,
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became more and more secularised and
Europeanised.  These  two  centuries  in
the   history   of  European  Jewry   and
Judaism   are  known   as  the    f7czskcr/crfe

(Enlightenment)   period.   During  this
time, the  Hebrew poet ceased to write
about his religious experience and,  in-
stead, related to the problems of being
Jewish. Thus, the problems which pre-
occupy  the  modern  Jew  even  today,
such as "Judaism - Religion?  People?
Nation?" -found their early exponents
in the  Hebrew poets of the f7c}s4cz/crA.

The  successive  generations  of  He-
brew poets inherited the earlier themes
but   their  treatment   evolved   and   as-
sumed  new  accents  together  with  the
historical   changes.  The   issues  which

preoccupied the Hebrew writers before
the establishment of Israel were Jewish
identity,  assimilation  in  the  Diaspora,
immigration  to  Israel  and  the  national
revival   in   the   land   itself.   In   other
words,  the  centre  of  gravity  was  no
longer faith  and tradition but  national-
ism  and Zionism. This  shift in content
and mood is clearly seen when one ex-
amines the  few  poems  which  seem  to
be prayers approaching God and speak-
ing  to   Him,   or  to  be   musing   about
traditional symbols.

One  of the best  known  poems  writ-
ten     during    the     Israeli     War    of
Independence (1948)  is  "Tefillah" (A

Prayer) by Hayim Guri.
Bless these boys for the time has

Come.
See them sile.nt and ready, their eyes

flaming.
See evening descending, wind in the

tree-tops, the pines rustling.
There will be a battle tonight and they

are so few.
Bless them, my God, for the time has

Come.
The stars are lit and beyond are

gathered many hosts.
For who shall see light Of dc[y?  And

who fall and die?
Will victory be won, or dofieat and the

grave?
They went forth silenf , their steps lost.
And the deep gloom and the night in

the moi,infains.
Bless fhem, for the time has come.

Guri  is secular and socialist and his
approach  to God is a literary,  rhetori-
cal   device.  This   fictitious   form   of
address  is  required  by  the   dramatic
sense of the young poet permeated by
national   feelings  and  the  dangers  of
War.

The  image  of God  in  the  poetry  of
Yehuda Amichai is deliberately belit-
tled and reduced to parody.  His poem
"And  this  is  your  phrase  (a  religious

poem for the High Holydays)" is a good
example of this attitude.  In this parody
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of the liturgy of the holiest  service in
Jewish  worship,  the  poet's  revelation
is:

God lies on his back under the
universe

Always busy repairing, something is
always damaged.

I wanted to see him completely but I
See

Only the soles Of his shoes and I cry
And this is his praise

God is compared to a mechanic who
does  not  entirely  succeed  in  repairing
the   damaged   car.   This   metaphor
presents a comic and ironic connection
between  the  divine  and  the  mundane.
The sublime js ridiculed. A major fea-
ture  of Amichai's  poetry  is  to  reduce
the sublime -through comic, everyday
associations -to the familiar and sim-
ple.  God is depicted in a very ordinary
situation.  For the modern poet there is
no transcendental  sphere and no room
for prayer or hope of salvation. God is
too  limited  for  all  these.  To  be  accu-
rate,  though,  God  still   has  influence
over mankind.  He is still a father. The
child-poet  cries  when  the  father  does
not reappear from under the car. In this
way the doctrine of Providence is inci-
sively satirised.

This  approach  to  God  -  deflating
transcendental sublimity -is typical of
Amichai   and   is  found  again   in  the
Poem

"The Hand of God in tlie World'':

The hand Of God in the world
Like the hand Of my mother in the

entrails of the
slaughtered chicken
On the Shabbat Eve.
What does God see through the

window?
Whilst his hands plunged into f he

world?
What does my nrother see?

(Translation:  L. Yudkin)
The  comparison  here   is  between

God's  functioning  in  the  world  (His
"hand")  and  the  hand  of the  mother

preparing  a  chicken  for cooking.  The
picture  is  rather unpleasant  and  cruel.
In  other  poems,  mothers'  hands  are
loving   and   caressing   but   Amichai
chooses  this comic-cruel  image to  in-
dicate   the   extent  to   which   God   is
indifferent  to  the  plight  of  His  crea-
tures.

The  idea  of God's  cruelty  towards
the  world  is  prominent  in  Amichai's

poems. In ``0 God of compassion" he
states it explicitly:
0 God Of compassion
lf God weren't so filll of compassion
I he world col,ltd have some of. it too ....
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The cruelty of life in ourtimes (wars,
mass  destruction)  has  prompted  such
an approach. The first line of the poem
is taken  from  the Jewish  funeral  serv-
ice which Amichai parodies in order to
challenge   traditional   values  and  be-
liefs.

The  poetry  of   Nathan  Zakh  dis-
plays   a   similar  attitude   toward  the
image  of  God.   In  the  contemplative
poem  "  I  sit on  the pavement" Zakh
relates  to  the  traditional  belief in  di-
vine providence:
I sit on the pavement
and look af the people
They don't haow
that I look a[ them

lt is the way that God looks at us
without feeling something, withotif

oLir understanding without our

questioning
I don't know
There are many things  I ask.
Meanwhile
I sit on the pavement

and look.
Does  God  look  on  the  world  indif-

ferently,  like  an  idler?  God resembles
the  poet  -  they  are  both   layabouts.
There  is  no  communication  between
God and man.  Only the absurd exists:
"non-questioning"   mankind   is   eter-

nally   questioning   and   constantly
imagining Him.

In  the  light  of the  above,  it  would
appear that several  major Israeli poets
are  a-religious  or  even  anti-religious.
Indeed, most of them are not tradition-
ally   religious;   they   do   not   observe
rituals  and  would  hardly  subscribe  to
rabbinic doctrines. But their attitude to
religion and tradition is neither simple
nor clear-cut. Several of these selfsame
poets,  who  do  not  accept the  conven-
tional  God  idea,  do  display  yearning
and nostalgia for their forefathers' reli-

gious  traditions.  These  yearnings  are
not strictly religious and metaphysical;
they  are  rather a  longing  for the  par-
ents'  home,  with  its  stability,  security
and definite values.

The poet  Amir  Gilboa,  whose  po-
etry at times betrays a pantheistic trend
in his deification of nature and the self,
longs at other moments for prayer and
worship  directed  at  the  old,  transcen-
dental God.
I pray from the heart of a prayer book
Torn of margin and all the missing

words I
see foying, a long time foying seeking a

landing place f;or the sole Of the
.,0'.

How can I bring th,em a ctlre when
the heart

Of. ray prc[yer book is eaten away at
the margin

Fading out and naked?
(Translation L. Yudkin)
The torn prayer book is the lost tra-

dition -lost indeed, since the poet can
pray  only "from  the  heart of a prayer
book",  not from his own heart.  Exter-
nal ritual, nostalgic as it may be, cannot
replace  absent  inner  conviction.   In  a
mez.Jrczsfej.c  source,  the  flying  letters  of
the  burned    ror¢fe   scrolls  during  the
sacrifice  of martyrdom  reach  heaven.
The poet's  flying letters  cannot find a

place on earth, let alone reach heaven.
There  is  no  way  to  cure  the  broken
heart  of the prayer book,  because  it  is
impossible  for  the  heart  of  the  non-
believer  to   do   so.   Tradition   itself,
Gilboa  implies,  requires repair.  It can-
not help,  it needs help.

As  we  have  seen,  Amichai  has  re-
duced    God's    stature   to   that    of
a mechanic or a child. But he, Amichai,
also   longs   for  the   rich   and   warm
tradition of his father's home. this tra-
dition is strongly associated with fond
memories  of  parental  love,  which  is
a  central  theme  in  Amichai's  poetry.
The parental  home  is the lost paradise
of childhood  security  from  the  world
of  terror   and   war  of  present-day
adulthood.   His    ``Letter  of  recom-
mendation"   clearly  conveys  these
sentiments  towards his  father and the
tradition   associated   with   his   loving
memory:
I remember nay father waking me up
fior early prayers. He did it caressing
nay f;orehead, not tearing the blanket

away.
This longing for a parent reinforces

his  longing  for  tradition.  The  insecu-
rity of the present increases his longing
for  the  stability  of his  parents'  home
and  their  traditions;  the  memories  of
the  lost  world  increases  his  sense  of
dissatisfaction and insecurity.

In a similar vein but more explicit, is
the   poem      Nusakh    (version)    by
Ben'zion Tomer. The poet conveys in
poetic  diction the  religious-traditional
dilemma of the contemporary Jew:
My father engraved his life on a stone
I - on the wind.
My father furnished his home in

warm, brown colours and solidly
I - in cold colours with feather

furnishings lighter than air.
My father breathed with his God,
I -with the vulture.
My father sprouted out Of his streets,
I - not even from a house.
My father kept silence. His heart was

beating.
Continued on next page
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I am beating. My heart is silent .
My father is already dead. His small

sanctuary is stone.
I am still alive and my temples are in

the wind.
What will remain when I am storm-

tossed like a strc[w?
My son will not engrave my name on

a tablet.
Tomer contrasts the world of his fa-

ther with that  of his own.  There  is an
unbridgeable  gap  between  the  stable,
secure world of the fathers and the tran-
sient,  insecure  world  of the  sons.  On
the one hand, real feelings in a relaxed
world;  on  the  other,  wind,  cold  col-
ours,  vultures  (cruelty),  homelessness
and  a  lack  of  feeling  amidst  tumult.
One world is idealised, the other deni-
grated.  The  poem  ends  on  a  note  of
total  despair:  there  is  no  continuation
of the world of worth and values.

Here   and   there,   there   are   poets
whose attitude to tradition and religion
is  more  wholesome  and  who  remain
within  the  sphere  of influence  of old
concepts.  None  of the  major contem-
porary poets is in this group, however,
except  for  the  unique  case  of  Zelda
Shneurson,  who  still  belongs  to  the
old,  traditional  segment  of the  Israeli

population.   She  has  acquired  a  rela-
tively modern style and employs poetic
devices but her views  are  strictly reli-
gious-traditional      and      therefore
exceptional. Like Gilboa, Amichai and
Tomer, she speaks with love and long-
ing  for the  old  generation's  world,  as
in the poem ``With my Grandfather''.
The difference between Shneurson and
Gilboa, Amichai and Tomer, however,
is that they  yearn  from  without,  while'
she  yearns from  within.  She  lives in a
world  of faith  and  her aspiration  is to
emulate   the   complete   faith   of  her
grandfather.
Like the patriarch, Abraham
who col,inf ed stars at night
and called out to his maker
from the furnace, who
bound his youngest son,
so was ray grandf;ather ....
surrounded by foames, he kept
the perfect faith, fhe saine
dewy gaze in his eyes,
a soft and waving beard
Even though outside the snow
fiell and shouts were heard,
...there is no judge or judgemenf
in his small, brolcen room
the seraphim were singing
of heavenly J erusalem

(Translation:  D.R.  Skinner)

Recent Religious Poetry
Israeli  society remains secular. This
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characteristic  is  also  reflected  in  the
Hebrew poetry of the seventies and the
eighties. Although there are poets who
stem  from  the  religious  sector  of this
society,   they   are   a   small   minority.
Among them is Rivka Miriam who, in
the  following  images,  combines  feel-
ings of love and yearning for God:
To touch him while he prays
and his body moves like a tongue in a

bluebell.
To touch him while he prays
and his words
without melody
without echo

foow onto my face.
The poet Admiel Kossman belongs

to the same group. He feels that
Dtlring the prayer
the self is like a cork
which fooats shaken
upon deep wafers.

The  older poet  ltamar  Yaoz-Kest,
bears witness to another manifestation
within   Israeli   society,   the    kAozer
bj./'sA#i/aft  (retumer  to  tradition).  To
be  sure,  there  are  very  few writers  or
poets who return to observe the ";./zvof.
Yaoz-Kest  expresses  the  dilemma  of
the  returner  in  his  poem    ``On   Both
Sides  of the  Threshold",  which  be-
gins with the telling words:
The praying congregation
is a slice of eternity in the present -
but the one who stands next [o the

door,
one foot inside and one outside,
does he win or lose both worlds?

The quantity of non-religious poetry

produced  in  Israel  is  greater than  that
of religious  poetry;  also the  quality  is
higher.  The  few  religious  poems  do
not  amount  to  a  creative  work  of  a
religious point of view which could act
as a counter-balance to the secular po-
etry.  On  this  score the  use  of Hebrew
as  a  language  of expression  does  not
make  any  difference.  While  the  writ-
ing in Hebrew in the past has indicated
an  identification with religion and tra-
dition,  this  is  not  the  case today.  The
Hebrew language, which was for gen-
erations  "a  holy  tongue",  is  the  main
characteristic of secular Israeli culture.
Only a Jewish renewal in Israel may be
able to stimulate the emergence of new
religious poetry in Hebrew.

Rabbi Israel  Ben Yosef tiJos born /.H /a;.4e/ flHd
studied  a[  the  Hebrew  Univel.sity Of Jel.usalem.
Fol.  some  yeal.s  he  lived  in  Soulh  A.frica  whel.e
he   "ias   PI-a.I.essor   o./`  Hebrew   Lilel.a[iil.e.   He
received   Rabbinic   Oi.dinalion   a[   Leo   Baeck
College   and   now   sel.ves   as    Rabbi   o./.   [he
Jildische  Liberale  Gemeinde  in  Zul.ich.  He  has

pill)lished  si.x  books  o.I. poell.y  and  [hl.ee  a./. po-
elry  in  lI.anslalion.

SEDER
ski#Be:LLa:|sLu::8e:p:r:oup,is:n::I:ta:va:t

been a Passoversec7er was headed by a
sketch of Leonardo Da Vinci's famous
mural  of ]498.  If the  sketch  had been
closer to the original and its many later
versions, it would itself have provided
support  for  Rabbi  Hilton's  thesis.  On
the table  Leonardo has about a dozen
items that are c,learly well  risen bread
rolls  and  not  in  the  least  like  mcr/zof.
Did Leonardo and his ecclesiastical pa-
trons j.ust  not  know  about  mcz/zo/ and
therefore  see  no  inconsistency,  or did
they  consciously  adopt  the  view  ex-

pressed by  Rabbi  Hilton that  it  was a
meal before Passover and not a Sec7er?
I suggest the latter.

Jack Zussman
Gatley, Cheshire.

W:n¥t,CP#lv:AEA:2::,:o:;:g'::t
service  in  bringing  older  peop]e's  is-
sues      into      prominen-ce      in      the
community.  May  I  add the "Z" to her
nearly  complete  alphabet  of  ageing?
Zalman  Schachter-Shalomi  is a vigor-
ous   sixty-nine   year-old   rabbi   and
professor whose  approach  to growing
older  is  positive,  refreshing  and  chal-
lenging.      He   will   be   speaking      on
"Ageing  to  Sageing:  How  to  Harvest

the Fruits of a Lifetime" at West Lon-
don Synagogue on Sunday 5th June.

(Dr.) Jenny Goodman
London,  N. I 0.
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.   William wolff

THE  ROLE  OF  WOMEN  HAS
lit  Chief  Rabbi   Sacks  with  his
]iggest crisis.  It  will  continue to

dominate  his  chief rabbinate  and  may
finally prove fatal  to it.

The exclusion of women from active
synagogue  life   came  to  haunt   Sacks
from the  moment his appointment was
announced nearly four years ago. With
his  nimble  mind,  he  sought  to  shoo  it
away with soothing words.

But  the   moment   for  tranquillisers
was  past.  And  when  he had to  act,  his
response    was    not    to    lower    the
#7ecfej7zczfe  -  the  synagogue  partition  -
but to banish the assertive women to a
harem away from the synagogue where
the men pray.

In  an  age  where  women  are priests,
professors and prime minister as a mat-
ter  of course,  this  is    a  crisis  that  has
come to stay andJgrow.

It   may   prove  terminal   for  Chief
Rabbi Sacks and his now divided syna-
gogues,      because      any      religious
institution  that  fails  to  come  to  terms
with the dominant spirit of the age, will
end on the  sidelines as a  sect.

This crisis also presents the Progr?s-
sive movement with  its biggest chance
to move into the mainstream.

On  this  issue  both  our practice  and
our theology are totally in tune with the
attitudes  of  the  vast  bulk  of  Anglo-
Jewry.

Are we ready to grip that chance?

*

THE  ENDURING  GREATNESS
ofStevenSpie]berg'sScfe/.#d/e7.'s
A/.s/ is that it gives you the horror

neat.
From  the  screams  of  the  stripped

women  when  they  fear that  the  sprin-
klers  inside  the  windowless  room  are
about to shower them with killer gas, to
the  casual  caprice  of the  SS  officer as
he guns down one more Jew, there is no
exaggeration,  no  understatement.

This is how it happened.
The power of the film lies also in the
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huge skill which at the end of three and
a quarter hours, made me feel  I had sat
there for maybe 90 minutes.

Does  that  make   me   still   pleased   I
went to see it?

The film put me through three hours
of ceaseless  agony.

To  anyone  who  lost  grandparents,
great aunts and uncles, parents or play-
mates  in  the  death  camps,  to  anyone
who is in the  `there but for the incom-
prehensible grace of God .... ' position, I
would  say:  "Don't  bother.  You  don't
need  to  put  yourself through  that  or-
deal."

For everyone else it is a must beyond
tears.

*

Aps
RIME  EXAMPLE   OF  THE
neaky  take-over  of  Anglo-

JL    IJewry's  main  stream  institu-
tions  by  a  fringe  sect  is  being  played
out before my hard blinking eyes in the
town where I  now serve.

The  last rabbi  of the three  orthodox
synagogues - they used to have cantors
as well  - will be gone by  Shavuot. The
official  reason  is money.

A  Lubavitch  rabbi  moved  into  this
town  a  few  years  ago  to  go  fishing
among the students -none of the main-
stream bodies bothers to keep a resident
chaplain here -and the rest of the com-
munity.  He  set  up  a day  school  which
boasts  the  grand total  of eleven  pupils
and  has just  added  a  nursery  with  six
kids on the rota.

From   that   one-plank  pad  he  has
launched  forth  to  take  over  one  syna-
gogue   and   is   poised   to   collect   his
second  pulpit.  And  while  the  leaders,
lay  and  rabbinic,  of  the  mainstream
communities  have  been  looking  else-
where, he has also got himself installed
on  a  major  advisory  body to  the  local
county  council   as  the  official   repre-
sentative of the Jewish community.

A   carbon  copy  conquest  is  taking
place  at  this  very  minute  in  south  east
London    and    a    monthly-growing
number of London and provincial com-
munities.

It is all happening because the fringe
rabbis,  backed  by  secret  and  massive
bank  accounts,  can  afford to  work  for
minimal  fees,  or none.

Nor  could  one  of these  handovers
happen  without the approval  or acqui-
escence of Chief Rabbi  Sacks.

And  not  one  of  these  once-proud
communities would now surrender if it
had  not  first  mislaid  its  spine  and  its
self-respect.

o]::n:?sd:oF:;in::h:evu:I:pyp:en;dY:oB:Ef
progressive Jewry:

Pluralism.
It  is  a  code  word by  which they  are

asking for recognition from the leader-
ship of orthodoxy.

It should never again be used for two
reasons.

Firstly  because  that  recognition  is
not and will  not be  on  offer.  And it  is
neither useful nor dignified to keep ask-
ing for the  impossible.

Secondly and more important, we do
not  need  their  endorsement  of our  le-
gitimacy. All we need is their members. "

The  orthodox  leadership  have  al-
ready  lost the  minds  and  many  of the
hearts of their   members.  We have  not
won  them  because  we  fail  to  address
them, either with confidence or at all.

A  good  housekeeping  seal  from  the
long-beard brigade  can  only harm,  not
help our cause.

Which is now that of the huge major-
ity of Anglo-Jewry.

FOR  THE  SECOND  TIME  THE
teacher  rang  to  arrange  for  her
pupils to visit my synagogue.

Miraculously  her  date  was  exactly
the  same as the one in  my diary.  I  was
about to  say  goodbye  when  she  threw
in  "They have learning difficulties".

Why  is  she  telling  me,  I  wondered.
After  all,  so  have  I,  so  have  I.  Maths
painful,   Aramaic   grammar,   snail's
pace,  and  driving  at  less than  90  miles
an hour impossible. And then the alarm
bells  started  ringing.

"Do  you  mean,"  I  asked,  "that they

are  mentally retarded."
"Yes," she said, "they are  16  and  17

and have a mental  age of 9 and  10."
I  was  both  angry  at  the  attempt  to

mislead  me  with  private  code  words
and  relieved  that   I   could  prepare  an
appropriate  talk.

In the hour we spent going round our
synagogue  together,  they  showed  me
things I had yet to discover myself, and
at   moments   displaye.d   quicker   and
deeper powers of perception than their
accompanying teachers.

They went off happy and left behind
a contented rabbi.  Who had learnt that
the greatest danger of Newspeak is that
it is liable to hurt rather than help those
it is meant to protectl

Rabbi William Wolff I.s un!.#J.a/e/. qf/Ae B/.J.gAfo#
and Hove Progi.essive Synagogue.  He previously
sei.ved  Re./.orm  congregations  in  Milton  Keynes
and  Newcastle  Upon  Tyne  and was  an  assistant
io  Rabbi  Hugo  Gi.yn  a[  the  West  London  Syna-

gogue.
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The Manor House
Society

The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide range
of  Jewish  cultural  and  intellectual  events  of  a  high  level  within  easy  reach  of  a  large
audience. Flegular activities include concerts, debates, exhibitions, drama, seminars and
lectures.
Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Sternberg Centre for
Judaism, the largest Jewish centre in Europe. These facilities include a bookshop, library, cafeteria,
extensive grounds and tennis courts. Membership also brings advance information about events,
priority booking and ticket discounts and automatic subscription to Manna. Membership can be on
either an  individual  or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest. The rates for 1994 are:

Single  membership

Family  membership

£20.50

£32.50

Senior citizen/student single                   fl 6.75

Senior citizen-family                                   £23.75

Existing  subscribers  to  Manna  may  deduct the  unexpired  portion  of their  subscription  from  the
Manor House Society subscription.

Details and application forms from  Pain Lewis at the Sternberg Centre

FOF!THCOMING  EVENTS

Monday llth April -Friday 6th May 1994
GLENN SUJO

VANITAS  AND  OTHEF?  DF3AWINGS

Sunday 22nd May -Thursday 23rd June 1994
A CELEBRATION  IN  GLASS

Works by stud.io glass maker Peter Layton and stained
glass artists Celia Barnett,  Ruth Kersley and Ruth Jacobson

Thursday 2nd July 1994 -8.00 pin
A  CELEBRATION  OF  BOOKS WITH THE  LEO  BAECK  COLLEGE

Speakers will include  Rabbi  Dr Jonathan Magonet,  Rabbi Lionel  Blue,
Rabbi Albert Friedlander,  Hyam Maccoby and  Karen Armstrong

June 1994 (date to be announced)
A fain.IIy programme with poet Michael  Rosen

Monday 4th July -Thursday lst September 1994
WHITE  SKY  -WATEF?COLOUF?S  FROM  ISF3AEL,

EGYPT AND THE  SINAI  BY  MOISH  SOKOL

ART COURSES
Ten week daytime courses from the  19th April -28th June  1994

Tuesdays  10.00 am -12.30 pin and  1.30 pin -4.00 pin

LUNCHTIME  RECITALS -Thursdays  1..15 -2.00  pin
Summer Series:  May 5th and l9th, June 9th,16th and 30th

Printed  by FBEEDMAN  BPOS.  (PBINTEF}S)  LTD., S{. Albans  Lane,  London  NW117QB   081-458 3220
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